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ABSTRACT
Statistical and dynamic simulation ecMoputations, 
on a molecular level, are reported for a variety of simple 
liquids which are of theoretical or practical interest.
Previous work on argon and other group O liquids 
is continued. Thermodynamic contributions from many-body 
forces are evaluated and the effects of triple-dipole 
dispersion forces investigated explicitly. The latter 
results are correlated with liquid microstructure.
The Monte Carlo (MC) method of Metropolis et al. 
and the molecular dynamics (MD> algorithm of Verlet are 
extended to study dense neutral aesend>lies of charged 
particles. Extensive MC calculations for liquid potassium 
chloride yé<^d the entire equilibrium thermodynamics of 
the model system. Computed properties are compared with 
experimental results and the physical approximations of 
analytical theories. Less extensive MD calculations for 
alkali chlorides (LiCl, NaCl and KCl) are also described. 
The present MD ^method suppresses fluctuations in kinetic 
energy and the#y permits isothermal systems to be 
simulated dynamically.
MC calculations for the primitive hard-sphere 
model of electrolyte solutions are reported for a wide 
range of the reduced variables employed. Computed results 
are compared with the original Debye-Hu<dcel theory, 
predictions from the Fercus-Yevick and convoluticm hyper­
netted chain integral equations, and experimental heats 
of dilution and osmotic pressures.
Information about the microstructure of simple 
liquids, liquid mixtures, and fused salts is derived from 
the equilibrium pair correlation functions. For argon and 
potassium chloride this is expanded by studying the 
behaviour of functions describing fluctuations about mean 
radial nund>er densities. A radial fluctuation function 
w(r> is introduced and shewn to be i> an important 
property in the description of liquid microstructure,
2) a useful criterion in selecting the sample sise (H) 
in MC and MD confutations, and 3) a means of calculating 
the isothermal compressibility directly.
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SECTION 1 2 Intennolecular forces in liquids
Liquids are classified according to the nature of the 
forces acting between the microscopic species of which they are composed, 
namely atoms^ m^olecules or icms. The equilibrium thermodynamic properties 
of a liquid are a consequence only of these forces; transport properties 
depend also on the masses of the species. Therefore the two basic prc^lems^ 
involved in understanding the macroscc^ic behaviour of real liquids are 
firstly the determination of the intermolecular forces and consequently 
relating these to the bulk properties in a quantitative manner. Although 
quantum theory has successfully predicted the qualitative nature of the 
forces operating in various classes of liquids it is not at present 
possible to predict quantitatively the forces acting in complex systems 
of many-electron species. Because, in general, the potential energy of a 
pair of moloculos depends on the medium in which they interact, neither is 
there any concievable way of elucidating the intermolecular forces from 
the macroscopic liquid behaviour. For the more important classes of 
liquids e.g. water and aqueous solutions, organic liquids, molten metals, 
very little theoretical progress has been made. The simplest real liquids 
are those composed purely of atoms of the heavier group o elements, argon 
krypton and xenon. Liquid helium, and to a lesser extent liquid neon, are 
complicated by deviations from classical behaviour due to the low at<miic 
mass and temperature at vdiich they condense. Condensed states of the rare 
gases, and argon in particular, have been the subject of most of the 
fundamental research into the relationships between intermolecular forces 
and the properties of dense matter.
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Theory assumes that the potential energy of a pair of atoms 
may be expressed as a sum of contributions arising from independent 
quantum mechanical effects. By the Pauli exclusion principle repulsive 
forces operate between all molecular species at distances at which the 
electron clouds appreciably overlcq>. These farces are of very short 
range i.e. the pair potential energy increases sharply when molecules 
approach beyond a critical distance. The crudest approximation to this 
effect is the hard-core potential where
(r) = o for r > cr (1)
and (J) (r) = oo for r < cr <2)
being the collision diameter. More realistic representations are 
mathematical functions with the property of a very steep and increasing 
gradient over a small appropriate range of the variable distance, such 
as the inverse power
(p (r) = b.r”"' <3>
or the exponential
(|) (r) : b.exp(-a.r) <4)
functions. These forces largely account for the lew compressibility of 
solids and liquids.
Cohesive energy in simple non-polar liquids is accounted for 
by the Van der Waals dispersion forces which arise from the mutual 
attraction of fluctuating electronic charge distributions. For a pair of 
atoms the potmtial energy can be expressed as a multipole expansion 
of the form
(ji(r) = A.f%" B . r %   <5)
The first term on the right hand side is the Londw dipole-induced
— 8 —
dipole dispersion energy and is the predominant contributor. To a first 
approximation subsequent terms are oftrni neglected. Whien combined with 
the repulsive potential the r^ term has given rise to the Lennard-Jones 
n-6 and the Buckingham exp-6 potentials which contain two or three 
adjustable parameters. More elaborate forms of the pair potential for 
rare gas atoms have been proposed, some of which contain several adjustable 
constants. In the absence of any évidence for pair-wise additivity of the 
potential energy of a group of atoms, the adjustable iwamsters in the
two-body potential may <xily be determined from macroscopic properties
which depend on binary encounters alone. Such properties are the second 
virial coefficient and transport quantities for the dilute gas. The subject 
has been recmitly reviewed (Smith 1966)/
Recent calculations (Rossi and Danon I965, Chell and ZuOker I968) 
show that two-body potentials, with a correction for sero-point energy,
' ' 1  ^ k
account for more than 90% of the static lattice werigy of the rare gas 
solids. It is reasonable to ccxisider that the two-body wergy is the
1 ' I, X
first term in a fairly rapidly convergent series of nr body contributions
j ' !  ^ t r
and the most ingwtant noti-additive effect is that of many-body forces.
I- ' '
Major contributions to the three-body potential may arise from two 
sources, short range triple overlap forces and long range dispersion 
forces (see e.g. Margeneau and Stamper 1967). Recent calculations however, 
by Copeland and kestner (I969), suggest fhat triple ^ erlap effects are
not impwtant at ordinary liquid diensities. C^sequently the dominant
«■
' , .  - ' ' ' ' , '  ' '
contribution to the triplet potential is the induced dipole-dipolo-dipole
interaction first investigate by Axilrod and Teller (1943* Support for
this conclusion is provided by the recent work of Barker and Pompe (1968).
"• 9 —
These authors derive a multi-parameter two-body potential for argon which 
is consistent with available data on properties which depend only on pair 
interactions. When allowance is made for triple-dipole interactions the 
potential can account satisfactorily for the density and energy of solid 
argon and the third virial coefficient. Although these weak non-additive 
forces operate in all liquids it is expected that their importance is 
considerably diminished in those liquids where the dispersion forces are 
of little consequence relative to strong dipolar or coulomb interactifs.
. - ' , V ' ;
In some liquids, however, non-additive forces of different origin may 
become important, e.g. liquid metals.
Second to the group O liquids in their simplicity are the 
liquid alkali metal halides, comprising neutral assemblies of ions which 
are isoelectronic with rare gas atoms. Potassium chloride is isoelectronic 
with argon. The presence in the pair potential of a term of the form
(b <r> = *; a, .e / r (6>
renders these liquids quite different, thermodynamically, from their 
counterpart liquid group 0 elements or mixtures therbf. Despite the
' ' i ! ' » ' _ I '  ^ % . '
additional complexity arising from these vet^ long range forces, the 
precision with which the properties of model ionic salts can be derived 
from the pair potentials may be enhanced in comparison to simple non- 
polar liquids. This is because the parameters in equation (6) are all
well known; andj s are the ionic valencies and e is the charge 
on an electron. We are assuming, of course, that the ionic model
„ I ■ '
adequately describes the situation in molten salts. The validity of this
r . . > \ Y \
postulate is to be examined in chapter XIX.
Solutions of alkali halide salts/in solvents of high dielectric
- 10 -
constant, and water in particular, are also the subject of a wide 
practical and theoretical interest. Progress towards explaining the 
behaviour of ionic salt solutions quantitatively has, so far, only been 
made in the concentration range of high dilution. Here the theory employs 
a primitive hard-sphere model which oosibines the pair potentials in . 
equations (2) and (6) and replaces the ccnaplex molecular media by a 
continuum of uniform permittivity 6 • The coulomb potentials between 
pairs of ions (equation 4> are thus replaced by effective pair potentials 
whemby <j) (r) is reduced by the factor 1/6 . .
The work reported in chapters IX to V. of this thesis relates to 
the calculation of the thermodynamic and microstructural consequences 
of sinple force laws, exemplified by equations (1) to (6) and combinations 
therof, in an attempt to learn more about some of the liquids mentioned 
above. The numerical methods employed are outlined in the next section 
of this introduction.
t .
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BBCTION 2 : Numerical methods'in liquid state theory
The problem of calculating the macroscopic properties a 
model system of interacting two-body potentials for dense fluids remains 
to be solved analytically. Approximations extending from the theories of 
perfect crystals and dilute gases have in the past been widely studied. 
Accounts of these approaches and more recent approximate analytical 
theories are found in the texts of Egelstaff <1966) and Rovlinson (I969), 
The current status of liquid state theory and related topics are the 
subject of a recent report by Parsonage (1968), In this section two 
essentially exact numerical methods of solving the so called *many-body 
problem* are described. Computational details and extensions where 
applicable will be given in the succeeding chapters.
The most straightforward approach is the method of molecular 
dynamics (MD), (Alder and Wainwright 1967» Hshman I964, Verlet I967).
I i
This involves the numerical integration of the classical Newtonian 
equations of motion of a system of interacting molecules of given mass
I ■ . /
and intermolecular force laws. The usual MD computation is performed on 
a system of N classical particles cffined within a basic cube of fixed 
volume and subject to periodic boundary conditions, i.e. each particle 
in the cube has an image at all conibinatifs of all translations of the 
parent cube along its edges. The position of each particle at an initial 
time t is given by a vector r^  (t) and the initial velocities are
specified by allocating positions at a previous instant rj^ (t-At). For
-14*
sufficiently small At , ( ^ 10.s), the positions at the time t+nt are 
computed according to the algorithm (Verlet I967)
- 12 -
(t4 At) = 2Pi(t> - r(^ (t-At) 4- (atf X ( d , I  4vj(p>/dr >/m;^  (7 )
whore d/dr = (d/dx ,d/dy ,d/dg ), is the mass of particle i
and is a continuous pair potential. The velocities in the interval 
from t to t+At may be obtained from
Ui(t) = t r^(tfAt) - ri(t) ] / (At) (8)
and the corresponding instantaneous tCRporature is given by
T(t) = <3Nk)'x m^.u^(t) ] V (9)
To confute the state of the system at a time t*,when t?= tf&t , the 
particle positions are simultaneously updated according to (10) and (11) 
below. , ,
r; (t*-At) = ri^ (t) (10)-V V -V L
i^.(t*) = ri(t4-at> (11)
Repetition of this procedure results in the determination of the future 
ccmfigurational and dynamic states of the system as, a function of time. 
The internal energy remains constant. The average values of fluctuating 
quantities such as pressure and temperature, and the radial distribution 
functions, can be obtained by straightforward configurational averaging. 
Time dependent quantities such as self-diffusion coefficients or time- 
correlation functions may also be obtained by storing the history of the 
system.
A Monte Carlo (MC) method, devised by Metropolis et al. (1953) 
provides an alternative numerical means of estimating the configurational 
contributions to the therBX>dynamic properties of a classical statistical 
mechanical system. MC methods are applicable to any type of statistical 
ensemble, characterised by two independent intensive state variables, 
provided the probabilities of the possible microstates are known. For
-  13 -
an isothermal-isoohorie system the time average of a configurational 
property f is replaced by an average over configuration space, thus
<f> = Jf.exp<- $<c^)/fcT)dr, dr^  (12)
jexp(- f(5'^ )/kT)dri .....dTN
where exp(- g(g^)/kT) is the usual Boltzman probability of observing
a configuration Evaluation of these raany-diiawisional integrals by
straightforward MG procedures, ie. by random sampling of phase points,
would be inefficient and impractical for the present purposes. In a
typical dense liquid only a very small fraction of the total phase points
have sufficiently large Boltsman factors to contribute appreciably to the
phase integral. In real terms, for dense liquids, the great majority of
randomly selected configurations are not observed because of overlap
between atomic electron clouds.
 ^The essential feature of the MC method of Metropolis et al. is 
that phase points are chosen with a probability of selection proportional 
to the Boltzman factor and then given equal weight in the averaging over 
the petit canonical ensemble so obtained. This is performed as follows 
(see also Wood and Parker 1957). ,
A spacial configuration of K interactif particles in volume 
V with periodic boundary is spocefied as in the MD computation described 
above. For a pairwise additive potential (in theory this is not a 
restriction of the procedure) the configurational potential energy is 
obtained fr<m ,
N H .
Ite'") = 0.5 X ll<p <*•«) ; (13)
A particle is ,ttoi selected at random and given an arbitrary random 
displacement along each coordinate direction within an interval -Daaac
-  14 —
to 4-Dmax, where Dmax is a variable parameter of the MC process. The
change in total potential energy is computed from
A? = J.^1 ()) (r y new) - p (ry old)] (I4)
in which i is the displaced particle. If a J  is > O the move is
accepted with the probability exp(-A $/kT) by the criterion
o:qp<-AïAT) > \ ’ ACCEPT
e%p(- A g/kT) < ^ REJECT
^ is a pseudo-random number between O and 1 
If the potential energy decreases the move is accepted unconditionally.
'//hen a move is rejected the particle is returned to its original position. 
Whatever the outcome of this trial displacement the resulting configuration 
is counted as a member of thé ensemble. After a large number of such steps 
the Markov chain of configuraticms- tends towards ' a distribution 
characteristic of a Gibbs petit canonical ensemble. Configurational  ^
averages and fluctuations can be accumulated as the MC chain progresses. 
Time-dependent behaviour is not obtained by this method.
Dynamic and statistical computer simulation studies can be used 
in a wide range of circumstances to obtain information about model systems 
of interacting particles. The more important applications in the study of 
simple liquids are listed below 3-
1) In the testing of the adequacy of a model potential function in 
its ability to account for experimentally measured bull; properties.
2) To provide quasi-experimental data for testing, unambiguously, 
analytical theories which attempt to relate the same pair potentials 
to macroscopic properties.
3) For the more rigorous study of liquid microstructure. Typical
- 15 -
liquid configurations are generated and can be used to extract any 
information vliich is descriptive of liquid microstructure to a very high 
degree of detail.
4) To provide tlieoretically interesting but experimentally 
inaccessible information, e.g. the resolution of the total potential 
energy into contributions arising from the different types of force 
operating.
5} To study the behaviour of systems at extreme temperatures and 
pressures beyond the limit of accurate experimmital measurement.
The Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics methods have now been 
applied to a wide variety of physico-chemical systems. A review of the 
applications of computer simulation to the study of simple liquids has 
recmitly been published (McDonald and Singer igyo) and contains an 
extensive bibliography.
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SECTION 1 2 True and effective pair potentials ■I . .
The total internal potential energy o of a system of N 
interacting particles in a configuration r may be expressed in a series 
of the form '
f < r > = i  (lj> + 3, X I' ( 4> (ijk) +... ± .m) <1)
Successive terms on the right hand side of equation (1) represent the
sums of two-, three-, •••m-body potentials. The primes on the summation 
signs indicate that contributions to the sums for which any two atoms 
have the same label are to be omitted,' and use is made of the convenient 
notation ^
^(ij...> = (^(r(,rj...)
The expansion given by equation (1) leads to the definition of an 
effective pair potential, denoted by (^ eff<i,J;r*^ >, by the equation
5Cr“> = -k (2)
Equation (1) may alternatively be written in the form
$<r*^ > = 1 t <{>(ij) + I*, I'(|>{ijk>...+ ^ ,i' ..î'^<ijk..m)...l <3>
It follows from equations (2> and (3) that the contributions of many-body 
potmitials to the effective potential defined by equation (2) may be 
escpressed in the series
(|>eff<ij;r'') = (^ (ij) + A  (^ <ijk) ^ Z’4)<ijk..m) <4)
For spherical atoms the two-body potential (p (ij) has been 
represmited by a variety of functional forms (see e.g. Smith I966). A 
widely used and relatively simple potential is the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
12-6 function
■ ; ! ^
(J>^ <^3P) = 46 [ (or/ (O'/ r) ] (5)
- ig -
Extensive MC calCTilaticme (McDonald and Singer 1.969) and M) calcixlatione 
(Verlet 1967) have shown that the use of the W  12-6 potential with 
constants chosen to fit the experimental date on the second virial 
coefficient of argon ( CTz 3.405 cm. 10 , 6 /k = II9.8K) leads to values of 
internal energy, pressure and radial distribution functions which are in 
good agreement with experimental data on liquid argon. A reweighting 
procedure employed by McDonald and Ginger, has enabled optimum values 
of 6 and O', to be determined for use in the liquid range. The resulting 
values ((T= 3.405 era. 10 , fi x Î.I7.2K) are very close to the two-body 
potential used in the original calculations. Thus, in the absence of a 
more detailed knowledge of the true two-body potential, the very simple 
LJ 12-6 potential is itself found to be remarkably effective in 
reproducing the equilibrium properties of argon over the whole liquid 
range. Tliis may however, differ appreciably from the effective pair 
potential eff(lj;r'^ ) defined in equation (4), and which can only be 
derived from a knowledge of tlie terms cm the right hand side of equation 
(4), and real liquid configurations.
A more accurate representation of ^(ij) ie thought to be 
the Kihara potential (Kih), (Barker,Pock and Smith I964# Rowllnson I965)
Kih(r) 5 4et (or- lo-)'V ( r (r - (6)
The Kihara potential with suitably chosen parameters can account more 
satisfactorily for the belmviour of argon iin the dilute gaseous state. 
However, it differs considerably from the LJ 12-6 potential and MC 
calculations (McDonald and Singer I969) have shown that its use in the 
liquid range leads to large discrepancies between calculated and 
experimental values of the Intwnal energy and pressure of liquid argon.
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This suggests that appreciable many-body forces are operative, which 
have a net repulsive effect, and are accounted for in the use of the LJ 
12-6 potential which has a shallower and wider bowl than the true pair 
potential.
A third-order perturbation calculation (Axilrod iggl, Midzuno 
and Kihara 1956) shows the triple-dipole contribution to the dispersion 
energy of three spherically symmetric atoms placed at the vertices of a 
triangle of sides fy interior angles 0i,0j,0k is given by
(|) t r K r ÿ = V  (r^ X (1 + 3cos«&i;cos0j.cosdk) (7 )
y  is a constant, characteristic of the three atoms, and has been 
evaluated from dipole oscillator strength summations (Bell and Kingston 
1966),
Til© triple-dipole dispersion energy Is Itself the first in a 
series of triplet terms. The next higher order term is tliat arising from 
the induced dipole-dipole-quadrupole Interaction (Ayres and Tredgold 1966). 
Other many-body^ contributions to the dispersion energy appear in higher 
orders of perturbation (Bade 195^ )* Copeland and Kestner (I969) have 
calculated the various contributions, including overlap effects, to the 
three-body potential of equilateral triangular arrays of atoms. Results 
suggest tliat the total contribution of all three-body effects, apart from 
the triple-dipole interaction,to the internal energy at normal liquid 
densities, does not exceed 10% of the contributions of the latter. It 
would therefore appear that the triple-dipolo term alone provides a good 
approximation to the three-body potential in simple liquids.
The total triple-dipole energy of a con figuration is given by
- 21 -
The form of equation (7> maizes it odnvenient to express the triple-dipole 
energy in terms of an adimeneional quantity L defined as
L(r**) = (a^/SN) X ? | + 3co?j0i.coe<^ j.cos«5k) <9>
where a is the nearest-neighbour distance in a face-centered cubic <FCC)
lattice of the same number density. Then
= <N.y/3a^> X (10)
The value of L is determined solely by the geometry of the oonfiguratiem 
and is not explicitly dependent on density.
If two atoms are located at r^  ,rj within a configuration r'^ , an 
adimensional pair quantity Kij;;*^) smy be defined as
Kijjr*^) = (a.r^ j f X ^  (r^ j .r#^ i).(l + 3cos0i.cos4)j.cosQ^ k) <11) 
whereupon, for the configuration the relationship between L and 
l(ij) is
L(r") = <2N) X II' <a/rc( (12)
^ c j J ^
The state-dependent effective pair potential for a fluid of 
density ^  at a temperature T is given by the averages of the sums 
in equation (4) over a canonical onsenâ>le in which r^^^ and ry are fixed.
If, in addition, it is supposed that only two- and three-body potentials 
contribute to the total potential energy then
Ug^(rÿ = 4> (r.j ) + -^  < <p(ijk) > (13)
This medium dépendent effective pair potential (see also Kestner and
Sinanoglu I963, Sinonoglu I967) is designed to reproduce the potential
energy of the system. The contribution of triple-dipole dispersion forces 
to the effective pair potential ^fined in equation (I3) may be written 
in terms of the statistical average over k of l(ij;r") in equation (11) 
and defined by
- 22 -
>vü\j jy»,T) = < Kij.r") > (14)
Thus from equations (7), (11) aad <14)
<P^<nj;p,T> = A<r.j j/J.T) (15)
and
= 4^<r.j>+ i" »]>/«*’*■) <16)
This definition of u ^  eneures that
< 3 (r"> ^ ;/P'T) > (17)
where tlie angu3.ar brackets denote canonical averages over all accessible 
configurations. . ''
An effective Interatomic pair potential may alternatively be 
defined to incorporate the many-body effects of the medium in which a 
labelled pair of atoms interact.
;/0.ï> = ^  (rÿ ) + J/O.T) <18)
In this definition the division by three is omitted because we are not
considering the total potential energy of the system, only a change in 
potential between a labelled pair of atcnna now considered to be distinct 
from the rest of the liquid. The function v is the one which must be 
used in tlieorles which relate the radial distribution function to the pair 
potential (Hushbrooke and Gilbert I967, Rowlinson I967* Copeland and 
Kestner 1969).
Tlie remaining sections of this chapter describe a study of the 
thermodynamic consequences of certain pair potentials in simple dense 
fluids, and subsequent calculations of triple-dipole effects. The work 
is based oa the assumption that configurations generated with the U  
12-6 potential are typical of a real simple liquid^ and t W  two-body
potential betwewi 'argon atoms is'adequately represaated by the Kihara
-  23 -
potential. The use of the Kihara potential to simulate the true pair 
potential does not affect tlie calculation of triple-dipole effects. The 
calculations reported here refer primarily to argon, for which accurate 
values of the interaction parameters and extensive experimental data are 
available, but results are also obtained for krypton and xenon through 
corresponding states treatments. The values of the interaction parameters 
appearing in equations (5), (6) and <7) are quoted in table II.1 . »
TABLE 3C.1 : Interaction parameters for rare gas atoms
Potential <r
-w
10.cm
€/k
K
argon Lennard-Jones 
Kihara
triple-dipole
3.L05
3.563
117.2
142.9
krypton Lennard-Jones 
Kihara
triple-dipole
3.827
3.521
164.0
215.6
xenon Lennard- Jones 
Kihara
triple-dipole
It. 099 
3.878
222.3
298.8
a McDonald and Singer (1969) 
b Barker, Fock and Smith (1964) 
c Sherwood and Prausnitz (1964) 
d Bell and Kingston (1966)
ref.
-S4.
10.erg.cm
a
0.1 b
74.9 d
c
0.130 c
d223.7
749.0
c
c
d
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SECTION Z I Nuiaarioal computations
' I f ■ , . I ,
The ia-6 Leimard-Jonos potentialp equation (g), with the 
conGtants for argon in table II. 1 and plotted in figure II. 1 (page 48), was 
used to generate MC chains for 6 V-T points of fluid argon. Four of the 
points are chosen so as to represent states of argon on tlie liquid vapour 
co-existence cur^ ranging from a tengwrature near to the triple point 
to iOK below the critical point. The remaining two points are in the 
supercritical region at high and low density. All the runs are based on 
chain lengths of 480000 MC trial displacements, for a sasq>le size N = I08 
with usual periodic boundary conditions. For each run the averages of the 
LJ potential energy < and virial < Vur> were accumulated
besides the corMsponding averaged sums of the Kihara two-body potential#
< and < VKch > • Fluctuations of all these quantities were
also obtained.
For every V«*T point studied a detailed analysis of 48 MC 
configurations was carried out to determine the contributions of triple-* 
dipole forces to thermodynamic properties and state-dependent effective 
pair potentials for fluid argon. The configurations analysed are spaced 
equally along the chains at intervals of loooo configurations. The ratio
' ■ ' ' V ‘
of ooByuting time required to analyse one configuration to that required
‘ . ' ■ ' ■ : ' 2. 
to generate a configuration by the MC method is of the order of N .
: L 'x * t -
BroauM of th. hoavy cmoputliiK rM]uir.iiwtts it is inpsMtical to aoalyro 
ffloro than a mall tom ùaef of oonfiguratian. in each chain»
The oontrihution of tripl»*<lipale intaraetlons to the internal 
energy is obtained in a straightfor.ard iaeam m by averaging the triplet
-  26 -
sum in equation (8> over all the configurations analysed in a partioular 
chain. The contribution to the virial, and hence the preasure, is 
calculated from
\ t r i = - 9 X Jtri
where ftri is the triple-dipolo virial of a triangular array of atoms.
Calculation of the contriWtions of triplo-dipole forces to 
the effective potentials of equations (l6> and (I7) is carried out as 
follows. A histogram ie formed in which the n th entry is the number of 
pairs of atoms, Cfei(r„), which are separated by a distance in a narrow 
range <3;,-R/2,r„+R/2) of width R , For, each such pair, labelled i and j, 
the sum
(with r- ^  y ie calculated. The mean value of this sum for the <3n(r,,) 
pairs lying within the n-th Interval provides an estimate of the 
statistical average appearing in equation (14)* Equation (Ig) may then be 
used to derive a value of ^(ry ;yo#T), All contributions to the energy 
sums from triangular asrrays for which all three sides have a length less 
than or equal to C are evaluated explicitly. (C is one-half the length of 
the MC cube ie. C = 3a//2 ). For the explicit inclusion of a triangle at 
least one vertex must lie within the MC cube. The remaining contributions 
to the sums arise from triangular arrays which fall into one of two 
categories. Triangles in the first category are those for which the 
separation r of the reference pair is less than or equal to C, but for 
which either of (or both) r^^and rjn^ are greater than C. Arrays in the 
second category are those for which the separations r^ ,r^ |^ and are 
all greater than C. ‘ i
-  27 -
Tlie continuum model of Slnanoglu (I967) is used to ostimate the 
correction to <r> which crises froa triangles of the first type. In 
this zaodel the contribution of triple-dipole forces to the effective pair 
potential ie determined by the quantity
^  cont(r,j) = rij J  <rj|^ ,r(^ ).(l + 3cos<&i.cos^j,cos^k) d Y  (I9) 
wliore dy is a volume element in the liquid.
For the purposes of calculating the long range correction to /\(r) the 
additional assumption is made that the atoms of the liquid may be 
reixresented by hard spheres of diameter h . Sinanoglu <1967) has shown 
that the contribution to the integral in equation (I9) from any spherical
shell centered on the atom labelled i is zero if rj^< h everywhere
within the shell. Thus the only non-zero contribution is that arising 
from the integration over the shell defined by
r- - h < rj^  < ry + h ’
In this case it is found (Sinanoglu I9G7# Copeland and Kestner 19^9) that 
Xcont(r) = 8tt/3 if r > 2h (20)
Aeoat<r) = < 7T r/ 12h> X (6h/r - 1) if p < 2h <21)
In til© present calculation all contributions from triangles £csr which 
Tjf^< C are evaluated explicitly. The long range correction based on 
the continuum model is therefore given by integration over a shell 
centered on i defined by
C < Ty < h '
If it is assumed that C > 2h (in practise this condition is satisfied)# 
straightforward manipulation of the formulae given by Sinanoglu (19^ ) 
shows that the required correction is given by
Acont<r> s 4TT/3 [1 + <l6h.c) 3C<p^-3h^Xc'^-r'^+h*)J] (22)
-  28 -
When r.j> C h thé second term within ^ e  square bradkets ie equal 
to unity and thé correction acquires the full continuum value of 8 7T/3. 
When r^' < C - h the correction is zero. In these calculations h is set
' ' ' " I f . ' ,
equal to CT of the W  potential. For all the V-T points studied the total
' I ^
iong-rango three-body corrections from botii sources is less than 5/^  of
. 1 . 1 .•
the total triple-dipole dispersion energy.
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SECTION 3 S Thermodynamic properties
MC ensemble avoragoo of the reduced con|riguratianal internal 
energy and compressibility factor, calculated from tlie LJ 12-6 potential# 
for each of the. six states of nrgcai are shown in table II.2 , TIi© chain 
averages of the same quantities calculated from the Kihara potential for 
the four liquid states are also slicwn. The inadequacy of tlie repulsive 
part of the W  potential (figure II.1) leads to serious discrepancies at 
high temperatureB, particularly at high pressures.
Tlie différences between tho Kihara averages and the experimental 
values (or LJ values since they are in agreement with experiment) provide 
estimates of the total contribution of many-body interactions to 
thermodynamic properties. It is observed that botii tlie internal enorgy 
and pressure calculated from the Kihara potential fall well below the 
experimental values. 7!ie subscripts e:q>t, LJ, Kih, MB are used to denote 
respectively, experimental data, average values calculated from the LJ 
12-6 and Kihara potentials, end the estimated contribution of many-body 
interactions. Statistical fluctuations may result in errors in U/NkT of 
approximately 0.01 in the liquid range and 0.005 in the gaseous range, 
and oorreaponding errors in pV/NkT of 0,04 and 0.02 .
Values of <L> and the contributions of triple-dipole forces 
to the thermodynamic properties of ergon are shown in table I I . 3 • The 
contribution to the internal energy is small but not negligible. In dhain 
1 (%y.gl) it anmounts to 5.6% of the experimental internal energy; the 
contribution to pressure in chain 1 is 334 The e%g>erimental value 
of the isothermal compressibility, 2.3 X 10 bar (Rowlinson 1959)# ®ay
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bo U0od to obtain a rough estimate of the resulting change in volume. In 
this way it is found that the effect of three-body forces ie to expand 
the liquid by approximately 8% . The eubscript 3d is used in table II.3 
to denote triple-dipole contributions.
The values of <L> show a clear trend with density. For a face 
-centered cubic lattice it is found that
L fee = 57.53 - 0.03
The data wliich is given in table II.3 shows that the loss of long range 
order which characterises the transition from solid to liquid leads to an 
increase in the value of <L> . As the density decreases and the disorder 
becomes greater the value of <L> increases further and consequently the 
total triple-dipole energy decreases less rapidly than is predicted by a 
lattice model. The triple-dipole energies for chains 5 6 are in good
agreement with the calculations of Barker, Hen^rson and Smith <1968) 
based on the perturbation theory of liquids. These authors obtain values 
for U^/NkT at the V-T points of chains 5 and 6 of, respectively, 0.082 
and 0.026 •
Inspection of equation <7> shows that trl is positive for 
all acute triangles and negative for most obtuse triangles. As the
i '
contribution of the former outweighs the latter the total triple-dipole 
energy is positive, representing repulsion. Thus, qualitatively, the effect 
of triple-dipole interactions is to reduce the discrepancies between 
values of internal energy end pressure calculated from the Kihara potential 
and experimental values. The extent to which these discrepancies are 
accounted for is shown in table II.3 • The results listed there give the 
ratios of the contributions of triple-dipole forces to the estimated
- 33-
contributions of all iaany-l)ody potentials. The ratio for the internal 
energy ie greater than for pressure but the two are of the same magnitude. 
Both ratios fall to lower values nearer the critical jpoint but otherwise 
vary only slightly with density. The romainixig discrepancy in internal 
energy is only, apprcccimately, 1% of the estimated contribution of the 
two-body potential. The significance - of this small difference is difficult 
to assess because it is probable'that a greater error is introduced by 
the use of the Kihara potential to simulate the two-body potential 
between argon atoms. Tlie problem of calculating mahy-body effects in dense 
fluids is closely related to that of detormlnlhg accurately the true 
pair potential.
L' '
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SECTION 4 * State dependent effective pair potentials
Values of A(r) and of th© radial distribution function 
g(r) for the sisc etatos studied are listed in table II.4 . Th© estimated 
statistical error in A(r) ie of the order of 1% of the tabulated values. 
Accurate values of ^(r) have also bee© calculated for the face-centered 
cubic lattice, up to the first twenty near-neighbour distances. The results 
ro*© givon in table ÎI.3 . Hi© as^ -ycçptotic limits ^(00)^ for the six states 
of tiao present investigation were estimated from calculations of X (r>  fo r  
a series of values of r- where r >> C . The as'synç>totic limit for the 
FCC lattice is estimated to be
A fee (00) z 11.6510,05 
Koctnor and Sinanoglu <19^) havo suggested that th© lattice 
and continuum values should boccKtio identical at large values of r . These 
results show that tliie does not occur. The aerymptotic values of X  (r) 
for fluid states era intermediate between the lattice and continuum values. 
Those values of A (00) war© osgaloyod to obtain a more accurate correction 
for those triangles with two sides greater tîxan C * this was achieved by 
integrating over a uniform pair distributIcii values of A (OC).
Values of (^2^r) for argcm are also tabulated in II.4 • The 
data may be used to obtain accurate estimates of either of th© effoctivo 
pair potentials given in equations (I6) and (17). In figure II.2 th© curve 
of the potential v^ ff <r> for liquid argon near th® triple point 
is drawn together with the LJ and Kiliara potentials., In th© important 
region near the in the potential well the effect of trlple—dipol©
forces is to increase the effective pair potential (16) by about 5^ #
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TABLE 1 .4" : Contribution of triple-dipole forces to 
effective interatomic pair potentials in 
argon
r/aT r
K -.3g.cm 10.cm
87.9 1.390 5.23 0.798
3.50 0.86a
3.75 0.921
!i-.00 0.983
4.23 1.044
4.30 1.106
4.73 1.167
3.00 1.228
3.23 1.290
3.30 1.331
3.73 1.413
6.00 1.474
6.23 1.555
6.30 1.397
6.73 1.638
7.00 1.720
7.23 1.781
7.50 1.842
7.75 1.904
8.00 1.965
8.25 2.027
8.30 2.088
g (r) A (r) < ^J r)/l
I
0.135 3.44 23.3
1.607 4.62 20.1
2.718 5.94 17.1
2.229 7.37 l 4.4
1.505 8.95 12.1
1.027 10.30 10.1
0.776 12.24 8.3
0.639 13.77 7.1
0.388 13.20 5.8
0.391 l 6.4o 4.7
0.637 16.86 3.7
0.776 16.79 2.9
0.901 16.01 2.1
1.032 l 4.84 1.6
1.173 13.39 1.1
1.242 11.83
1.260 10.87
1.172 10.67
1.083 10.93
0.983 11.24
0.879 11.66
0.834 11.73
12.0
TABLE E  .4- : CONTD.
T
—3
K g.cm
105.5 1.271
X(r) <^r)/k
10.cm K
3.25 0.775 0.l6o 3.20 19.9
3.50 0.835 1.506 4.4l  17.5
3.75 0.894 2.474 5.66 14.9
4.00 0.954 2.079 7.00 12.5
4.25 1.013 1.501 8.47 10.5
4.50 1.073 1.131 10.13 8.9
4.75 1.155 0.852 11.61 7.4
5.00 1.192 0.769 13.03 6.1
5.25 1.232 0.691 14.63 3.1
3.30 1.311 0.668 13.80 4.2
3.73 1.371 0.699 16.33 3.3
6.00 1.431 0.776 16.61 2.6
6.23 1.490 0.871 16.07 2.0
6.30 1.330 0.982 14.93 1.4
6.73 1.609 1.075 13.% 1.0
7.00 1.669 1.134 12.04
7.23 1.729 1.184 11.12
7.30 1.788 1.137 10.80
7.73 1.848 1.086 10.86
8.00 1.908 1.013 11.43
8.23 1.967 0.933 11.68
8.30 2.027 0.923 11.79
8.73 2.370 0.900 11.79
11.8
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TABLE 1 . 4- : COKTD.
T
r
-3K g.cm
123.1 1.134
-g
10.cm
r/a
3.25 0.746
3.50 0.803
3.75 0.861
4.00 0.918
4.25 0.975
4.50 1.033
4.75 1.090
5.00 1.147
5.25 1.205
5.50 1.262
5.75 1.319
6.00 1.377
6.25 1.434
6.50 1.492
6.75 1.549
7.00 1.606
7.25 1.664
7.50 1.721
8.00 1.836
8.50 1.951
9.00 2.065
g (r) X (r) <|)J^r)/k
K
0.200 3.15 17.4
1.375 4.15 i 4.7
2.161 5.47 12.8
2.014 6.66 10.6
1.521 8.05 8.9
1.167 9.56 7.5
0.958 11.02 6.3
0.836 12.52 5.2
0.761 13.92 4.3
0.726 15.09 3.6
0.762 15.81 2.9
0.790 16.33 2.3
0.882 16.01 1.7
0.924 14.99 1.3
1.009 13.54
1.096 12.22
1.116 11.37
1.124 11.04
1.024 11.54
0.951 11.88
0.927 11.72
11.6
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TABLE 1 . 4  : COKTD.
T
K
.
gm.can'
l 4o.6 0.934
r r/a g(r) X(r) <|^r)/k 
lO'.cm K
3.25 0.699 0.208
3.30 0.753 1.282
3.75 0.807 2.024
4.00 0.860 1.799
4.25 0.914 1.486
4.50 0.968 1.231
4.75 1.022 1.015
5.00 1.075 0.899
5.25 1.129 0.855
5.50 1.183 0.811
5.75 1.237 0.836
6.00 1.291 O.803
6.25 1.344 0.861
6.50 1.398 0.948
6.75 1.452 0.999
7.00 1.506 1.020
7.50 1.613 1.076
8.00 1.721 1.006
8.50 1.828 0.974
9.00 1.956 0.945
9.50 2.043 0.974
3.06 13.9
4.00 11.7
5.15 9.9
6.4l 8.4
7.67 7.0
9.14 5.9
10.61 5.0
11.90 4.1
13.53 3.5
14.67 2.8
15.57 2.3
15.82 1.8
15.69 1.4
i 4.98 1.1
13.86
12.46
11.31
11.79
11.95
12.10
11.57
11.4
3*7
TABLE 3T.4  : COKTD.
T
K -3g.cm
275.2 1.142
-«
10.cm
r/a g(r) X(r) (|^ jr)/k
3.25 0.748
3.50 0.805
3.75 0.863
4.00 0.920
4.25 0.978
4.50 1.035
4.75 1.093
5.00 1.150
5.25 1.208
5.50 1.265
5.75 1.323
6.00 1.380
6.25 1.438
6.50 1.495
6.75 1.553
7.00 1.610
7.50 1.725
8.00 1.840
8.50 1.955
9.00 2.070
K
0.651 3.41 19.0
1.685 4.48 16.0
1.906 5.60 13.2
1.636 6.95 11.1
1.359 8.38 9.3
1.104 9.95 7.9
0.952 11.53 6.6
0.862 12.95 5.4
0.794 15.77 4.5
0.821 15.34 3.6
0.794 15.77 2.9
0.856 15.84 2.2
0.893 15.29 1.7
0.984 13.97 1.2
1.060 12.61
1.050 11.91
1.057 11.43
1.024 11.83
0.955 11.96
0.965 11.63
11.7
40
TABLE 1E.+ ! COKTD.
T
-3
K g.cm
275.2 0.713
-81 0 . can
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5.25
5.50
5.75
6.00
6.25
6.50
7.00
7.50 
8.00 
9.00
10.00
r/a g(r)
0.639 0.443
0.688 1.308
0.737 1.619
0.787 1.524
0.836
0.885
1.355
1.174
0.934 1.083
0.983 0.975
1.032 0.994
1.082 0.878
1.131 0.893
1.180 0.893
1.229 0.900
1.278 0.946
1.377 1.032
1.475 0.983
1.573 0.986
1.770 0.977
1.967 0.987
X(r) <|^ (r)/k
K
2.82 9.8
3.78 8.4
4.90 7.2
6.03 6.0
7.28 5.1
8.55 4.2
9.97 3.6
11.24 2.9
12.78 2.5
l 4.0l 2.1
15.17 1.3
15.24 1.1
15.24
i 4.36
12.66
11.65
11.96
12.46
11.71
9.5
4-1
TABLE IE.6 ; Triplet summations for the FCC lattice
(r/a)* n(r) X(r) l/2.(r/a)t)
1 12 6.8250 40.950
2 6 16.4734 6.178
3 24 13.5912 6.o4o
4 12 5.1888 0.486
3 24 13.7740 1.322
6 8 12.9581 0.240
7 48 11.2711 0.789
8 6 13.6259 0.080
9 36 10.1909 0.252
10 24 11.8872 0.143
11 24 11.6985 0.252
12 24 11.7655 0.082
13 72 12.7630 0.209
15 48 12.1020 0.086
l6 12 11.2887 0.016
17 48 11.6989 0.057
13 30 11.5732 0.030
19 72 11.7233 0.061
11.65 D= 57.52
- 4^  -
which io much loss than the discrepancy in depths between the W  and Klh 
potonuials, Noar the critical point the corresponding increase is 3^ •
It is probable that the reason foi' the success of th© W  potential in 
accounting for both tlio internal energy and pressure of liquid argon 
is duo to a fox’tuitouc cancollation of errors. Tlio values given in 
table II.2 show tliat the difference botwoon the Kilwira and hJ potentials 
docs not represent tîio effects of the raodium because the same pair of 
LJ constants reproduce the internal energy and pressure of argon over a 
wide range of teioperature and density. The contributions of triple-dipole 
Interactions to the potential <r> for the six states of argon, for
which calculations were initially performed, and for corresponding states 
of krypton and xenon are summarised in table II.6 . The corresponding 
states were calculated from the LJ constants in table II.1 . The data in 
table II.6 gives the predicted decrease in tli© interatomic pair potential 
relative to the two-body potential at the position of the minimum in the 
latter. Both tlie absolute and relative magnitudes of tlw triple-dipole 
contributicm increase with increasing atomic size. The decrease in well 
depth, in the case of argon,varies almost linearly with density. The 
constants of proportionality range from 12^(chain 1) to 10^ (chain 6) 
where depth is in degrees K , and yO is in , g.cm • The effects of changes 
in temperature and density cannot be separated but the density dependence 
appears to be sevrai times less than that calculated by Mikola J and Pings 
(1963). Hies© authors use the Porcus-Yevlok approximation to derive the 
effective interatomic pair iiotential from the experimentally determined 
radial distribution function. The potential thus obtained is defined to 
reproduce the radial distribution function and may therefore be compared
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with v^^(r) introduced above. It seems certain that the large density 
dependence which is found cannot be accounted for by the triple-dipdo 
interactions alone. A sitoilor conclusion has boon reached by Copeland 
and Kestner (I969).
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r>BCTION 5 * Hewn© structural aspects
In tills section an attempt is mad© to correlate the results 
of tho previous two seotions with the loiovm structme of solid and liquid 
argon, and in iJCiTtloular with tho pair distribution functions. The 
prominent foaturos of tii© pair distributions are determined primarily 
by the two-body potential, and to a large extent by the repulsive port of 
the curve. The tliermod^ naaraic contributions of many-body dispersion forces 
tliereforo derive from tlie structwal consequences of the two-body forces.
Tho configurational triple-dipole dispersion energy lias been 
expressed in terms of an adimensionol quantity L(r^) in equation <9).
It follows from tlie definitions of l(ij;r^) and the corresponding 
onsoioble average AdJjr'^) in equations (14) and (Ig) that
<L> = (27TN/V) X J (r/a)îrtg(r>. A<r>. dr (23)
wherin g(r) is the radial distribution function and the angular brackets 
denote tho usual ensemble average. Tims the contribution of trip!©-dipole 
forces to roaci*o8capic quantities depends on the product of th© radial 
Uiata-ibution fuj.otiaii and A (r.yo.T) • Tlie contribution of theee forces 
to tlio effective pair potential is determined solely by A  •'
The observed uhape of the A  (r) curves (figure ll.E# table 1I»4  ^
may be accounted for in terms of liquid structure and g(r), together 
with tho functional form of the triple-dipole potential (equation 7>. 
Inspection of equation (y) shows that the'angular factor of the expression 
io. (1 + 3co6<«i.coB«5j.cosmic) , may have values ranging from -2 for a 
linear array to 1.375 for an equilateral triangle. All triplets with an 
inteiior angle in excess of 117° have cohesive (negative) contributions
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to  tho tr ip lo -d lp o lo  onorgy.
Y/hon i  and j  or© close together a t distances around the
fo o t o f the f i r s t  peak in  g (r )  only a lim ite d  number o f k p a rtic le s
con, a t any one instcm t, be in  a position  to  form the acute tria n g le s
w ith  dominant p o s itiv e  contributions to  A < r ) .  As i  and j  are moved 
a p a rt, the volume accessible to  the occupation by k p a rtic le s  forming
p o s itiv e  t)* ip le ts  increases, w h ils t the ra d ia l p a rt o f the expression
-3
< r - r e m a i n s ,  fo r  tlieso con tribu tions, around the same. On the other 
hand, the negative ccm tribution from obtuse tria n g le s  (^creases, and, a t 
the same tisiD , so does tlie  ra d ia l fa c to r fo r  those tria n g le s . A  ( r )  
increases a t a ra te  approximately proportional to  r^  up to  around 
1.7 X < T , where O' is  the distance o f closest approach. I.7 0 6  is  a 
universal constant fo r  hard spheres and is  the separation distance a t 
which obtuse contributions w ith  small ra d ia l facto rs  again become possible 
ie .  k is  s itu a ted  inbetween i  and j  . When i  and j  are separated
by a distance g reater than the second peak in  g (r>  there is  a la rg e
p ro b a b ility  t lia t a th ird  atom w il l  be in  the region between them. A  ( r )  
ie  observed to  decrease to  a minimum in  th is  range and i t  can be seen from 
ta b le  I I . 4 th a t the position  o f the minimum roughly coincides w ith  the  
p o sitio n  o f the second maximum or co-ordination sphere in  g ( r ) .  At la rg er 
r  th is  o s c illa to ry  behaviour in  A ( r )  due to  lo c a l order disappears 
and the function  approaches a lim itin g  value c h a ra c te ris tic  o f the
f '
m icrostm cturo .
Proa fig u re  11.2 i t  oan b© seen th a t the values o f A  < r) fo r  
the la t t ic e  and fo r  the liq u id  near the t r ip le  po in t (chain i )  are c lo w  
tog eth er. I t  is  evident th a t the increase o f a few per cent by <b> on
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fusion is due, not to differenoec in the effective potential, but to
the cliange in tlie radial distribution function. This similarity of A  (r) 
for solid and liqiuid largely disappears beyond but the short
range beltaviour justifies the use of a local order lattice model (Kestner 
and Sinanoglu 1963) in studying triplo-dipole effects. A continuum value 
of 0.37 in tlie important region up to 2r/a is seen to be a poor 
approximation, even for the low density supercritical point represented 
by olutin 6 .
4^9
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KEG, 11,1 : Interatomic pair potentials for argon. Chain 
curve, Lennard-Jones ; broken curve, Kihara ; the full 
curve is v^^ (r) at 87,9K (equation I8)
Chain 6
I T 10
Continuum
Chain
2-52-0
FIG, 11,2 : X (^ ) chains 1 and 6 and for the
continuum model (dashed line). The crosses are values 
for the FCC lattice (ca, table II.5)
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CHAÎ3TKR TKRFK
LIQUID IONIC SALTS
6
4Ü
- D I ­
RECTION 1 2 Thoory and experiment
Apart from the condensed etatoB of the group 0 elements the 
simplest donse fluids are the liquid alkali halides. They are a homologous 
group of that class of liquids# known as molten salts# of wliich the 
principal structural units are ions and which exhibit electrical
conductivity. Molten salts are widely used for electrolytic production of
veriouo light and rare metals# they are also used in nuclear technology 
as heat transfer' media or reactor fuels# and employed as electrolytes 
in fuel cells and as solvents for high teuç)orature reactions. Thus# unlike 
the liquified inert gases# fused salts are of Ingjortanco not only from a
standpoint of liquid state theory but also in high ten^rature chemistry
and metallurgy.
The relative simplicity of the alkali halides arises from the 
fact that forces acting between the ions are independent of orientation. 
Also# from studies of ionic crysytaie (see e.g. Born and Huong ÎQSS) and 
gaseous ionic molecules (Rice and Klemperer 1957) It can be deduced that 
the total potential energy of a system of ions can be expressed as a sum 
of pair potentials which are# to a reasonable approximation# independent 
of the state of the system (Baughan 1959)*
Thus ]^ (r'^ ) = i I ^  (()ij(r) <1)
where J is the total potential energy of a static configuration of N 
ions and is the potential energy of a pair of ions separated by the 
distance r .
The lattice energy of alkali halide crystals at low tes^ seraturoe 
is a function only of the interionic nearest neighbour distance or lattice
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noramotop. The Bom model of Ionic crystals assumes that the stability 
and lattice energy can be explained In terms of independent cohesive and 
repulsive forces. The attractive part is given by the Madolung energy and 
Van dor Waols dispersion energy, and an expression for the dependence of 
the repulsive part on the inter ionic distance is postulated. The success 
of the Born-I,onde-?,1adelung theory of ionic crystals, in accounting for 
crystal stability and lattice energy, enables tho adjustable parameters 
entering a plausible form for tho repulsive energy to be determined from 
the equation of state of the crystal and its volume derivative at constant 
temperature (see e.g. Fumi and Tosi I964),
In a theoretical study of liquid salts a plausible procedure 
would be to start with the Horn model, with the repulsive pareunetere 
adjiTSted to fit the crystal data, assura© pairwise additivity, and enquire 
whether this model can account also for the properties of the liquid. 
Theories of fused salts which relate pair potentials to macroscopic 
properties are fraught with all the difficulties of the simple non-polar 
liquids with the added complications of the existence of two coc^onents 
and the presence of the long-range coulomb forces. At present, as with 
simple liquids, no analytical solution (or adequate approximation) exists 
to the problem of calculating the thermodynamic properties of a system of 
ions interacting through pair potentials resembling those in the real 
liquid. It is possible that such a solution will not be found and the 
only route to a microscopic understanding of fused salts is through 
numerical methods such as MC or MD calculations. The primary objectives 
of the work rei>ort©d in this chapter are to establish the practicability 
of computational methods to the study of ionic liquids and consequently
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to enquire whether the pair potentials based on the Bom model of ionic 
crystals can reproduce the thermodynamic behaviour of the liquid.
Despite the impcrtance of fused salts in liquid state theory 
and technology, experimental data are very often sparse and fragmentary 
(Janz,'Molten Salts Handbook* 19^ 8). The high melting points and corrosive 
naturo of soine liquids malte it difficult to carry out experiments which 
load to the accurate determination of thermodynamic quantities. For the 
alkali halides the only data available so far relate to temperatures 
below the normal boiling point and pressures around atmospheric. Volume 
changes and heats of fusion have been measured as well as expansivities 
and heat capacitioo of the liquids at lower temperatures. If it is found 
that a •computer model* con account satisfactorily for experimental 
observations in those regions where comparisons can bo made, then an 
obvious application of computer simulation is the calculation of 
thermodynamic properties at temperatures and pressures for which they 
would bo diffi<r.ilt to obtain otherwise.
H-ray and neutron scattering experiments (Sarzycki iggS, Levy 
ot al.lgôo) have led to the determination of the moan radial distribution 
functions and certain free volumes respectively, Those quantities convey 
information regarding the microscopic structure of the salts, and this 
knowledge, together with the known increase in volume on fusion, has given 
rise to the postulation of theoretical physical models and semi-empirical 
equations of state. It is however possible, by analysis of computer 
generated configurations, to obtain information about microstructure 
to a much higher degree of detail tlian is at present possible with the 
above techniques. This detailed informatitxi sorvos as quasl-experimontal
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data for testing mathematical approxliaations and physical generalisations 
which are used to describe, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the 
behaviour of fused salts.
The following five sections of this chapter describe the method 
and results of an extensive MC study of liquid potassium chloride. KCl 
was chosen as the starting subject, and for tho major part of this work 
for a variety of reasons. It has been included in most of the experimental 
investigations of the alkali halides which have been undertaken in the 
past. Theoretical studies have also favoured KCl. This is mainly because 
KCl is isoelectronic with argon which is the subject of a vast literature 
on theories of the liquid state, and thus serves as a basis for comparison. 
Extensive MC and MD calculations have recently been performed on argon. 
Also, the ion radius ratio in KCl is near unity and consequently the 
pair distribution functions are sixnpler than in the general case.
In section 7 some ionic dynamics studies on KCl, NaCl, and 
LiCl liquids are reported.
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rîECTIüN 2 : Monte Carlo calculations
To account for the densities, compressibilities and lattice 
energies of the alkali halides at 298K Tosi and Fumi (I964) used pair 
potentials of the form
= il. I j .  r'+ b.«xp[ Bij(OTj- r) ] + Cijr^+ Dÿr'* <2)
The first term on the right hand side is the familiar coulomb energy. 
Inherent in the Born model of ionic crystals. The second term is the 
generalised Huggine-Mayer form for the short range repulsive energy and 
contains three adjustable parameters, b is a constant for the whole class 
of salts, has the units of energy, and determines the *strength* of the 
interaction. By determines the *hardness* of the interaction and is 
assumed constant for the three types of interaction within each salt, 
but varies from salt to salt. Oy is a sum of two basic ionic radii and 
thus determines the effective sis© of the interacting species. The 
remaining terms represent the dipole-dipole and dipole-quadrupole 
dispersion energies. The coefficients Cÿ and Dy are not adjustable (in 
the analysis of Tosi and Fumi) and were derived by Mayor (1933) from ultra 
-violet absorption spectra. The constants B , <y , C and D for the 
seventeen alkali halides with the simple cubic structure are summarised
-II.
in table III.l . b (equation 2) = 0.338 X 10.erg. The pair potentials for 
KCl are displayed graphically in figure Ill.l .
An MC program was developed to calculate the equilibrium 
properties of a model salt in which ions interact according to equation 
(2), but with the exclusion of the dipole-quadrupol© dispersion term. It 
was estimated that the explicit inclusion of tliese forces into the MC
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FIG. III.l : Pair potentials for ions in potassium chloride
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computations would incroaso the computing time by 10 - 15 % beeides 
adding to tho ccmputer core store rcquirenionts. In view of the small 
contribution to tho configurational energy C'- 0.5%) It is assumed that the 
effect of these forcos, on the froquoncles of configurations in the MC 
chain, is negligible• The ensemble averages are later corrected for this 
omission (see Wlow).
The coiTiputations reported liere were porformod on a system 
containing 2l6 ione in the basic cub?. Tliis corresponds to 3^  unit cells 
of the sodium chloride cubic lattice. Initial estimates, based on short 
development runs of tlis program, showed that a larger system e.g. 512 ions 
per basic cube ( 4'^  unit cells) would require a prohibitively large ammount 
of coeluting time to obtain worthwhile results. On the other hand a smaller 
system of 64 ions ( 2^  unit cells) may seriously distort any long range 
ordering arising from the coulomb forces and thought to be present in 
reality (Stillinger, Kirkwood and Wojtowics i960). It is also possible 
that a system of only 64 ions would seriously inhibit microscopic 
fluctuations in density.
The usual MC mtethod as applied to one component systems of 
Lennard-Jones moleculet* requires certain modifications. Firstly, check has 
to be kept on the type of ion occupying a position. More serious is the 
long range nature of the coulomb forces illustrated in figure III.l . The 
electrostatic pair potentials of equation (1) are not suitable for direct 
use in three-dimensional MC calculations because tho energy decay varies 
as tho inverse first power of distance. The number of ions in a spherical 
shell centered on a particular ion increases at a rate proportional to 
r ^  , where r is the radius. It is apparent that in a rigorous evaluation
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of the ©lect.rostatlc energy It would necessary to Include explicitly
all tho intoa-aotions in tho system, hcnrovoT distant. The periodic boundary
makes this possiblillty in^ >ractical, and other similar straightforward
rigorous approacTtos aloo. The problem has boon solved for ionic crystals
by taking advantage of the natural cancellation of cliarg© arising
from regular mixing of oppositely charged species. A single technique for
computing 'ladelung sumo of certain static lattices is that by Bvjen (I932).
Tho method includes in the summation only those terrais for which both i and
J , of the pair separated by r y , are situated within an integral number
, of unit cello. Reasonable convergence for simple lattices, e.g. NaCl
structure, is obtained for n 3 or 4* The corresponding smallest unit
cell in the MC system (liquid) is the parent cube. Trial MC calculations
were carried out in order to establish whether or not the method of Evjen
is suitable in those circumstances. An MC run was initiated at a density
and temperature corresponding to liquid KCl at lOOOK . It was found that
the energy of the system decreased as the ions were randomly moved in
accordance with the MC procedure. An equilibrated state was reached after 
4.
about 2 X 10 MC stops and the energy at this stage was well below the 
corresponding experimental value for the solid at its melting point. This 
would, of course, suggest that the solid below the melting point should 
spontaneously fuse to the liquid of lower energy (entropy muet increase on 
fusion). Similar calculations were performed on a system corresponding to 
the crystal at 298K . It was found tliat the system is unstable when the 
electrostatic energy is evaluated by tho Evjen method. It appears that 
the system acquires a bias for those regions of configurati(xni space with 
positive energy contributions from interactions not included explicitly
- 6o —
in tho onopgy ouinraation. This loads to a gross overestimation of the 
absolute value of the ensemble average of the cohesive energy.
A rigorous method for Increasing the convergence of Madelung 
sums, which does not involve truncation, is the Ewald method (I92I). This 
technique has been employed by Barker (I965) in an MC study of a classical 
hydrogenous plasma, and later by Brush et 01.(1967) in a similar study of 
a one coioponent plasma. The electrostatic potential at any point r in 
the basic cell, where the ion for which we wish to sum the electrostatic 
energy is situated, may be expressed as the sum of the potentials at that 
point due to all the Bravais lattices of the other N - 1 ions, and the 
self-potential of its own images. The Evald method transforms the non- 
convergent potential of a Bravais lattice of point charges, neutralised 
by a uniform charge distribution, into an expression consisting of two 
rapidly converging series. Here the method is outlined as it is applied 
to the present system.
Î
Each Bravais lattice of unit point charges is assumed to be 
neutralised by a uniform charge distribution of opposite sign. The system 
contains equal numbers of positive and negative ions in the basic cube so 
the neutralising charge distributions cancel in the final superposition. 
The lattice is first subjected to a mathematical transformation into the 
two components. Comgx)nent 1 is a Bravais lattice of gaussian functions
Î. •'
centred on the point charges, normalised to ^ 1 , and neutralised by the 
uniform charge distribution. Component 2 is a Bravais lattice of point
charges and neutralising gaussian functions of the same half-width as,
, ' ■ • ■ ! '
but of opposite sign to, the gaussians in component 1 . ^  denotes the 
gaussian half-width.
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The contribution of tho first conçionont to the charge density at the 
point r is
1 -3 -Vk 3 -3
p( i ' ) = n  îoxpC-' Ir - TlI. ) - L (3)
whore 1 is an indox from O to oc on all the ions in a Bravais lattice 
and is is tho length of a side of the basic cube.
This is then expanded in a Fourier series with the periodicity of the 
lattice
= L ^  l' œ:p( - Tr''l^\+ 2 7T. Î.K|,.r) <4)
whore tho K*s me tho reciprccal lattice position vectors corresponding 
to tho cell vectors, designated h , and the iwime on the summation sign 
indicates tho omission from the BUinmation the term corresponding to h = 
0,0,0 i.e. the Imsic cell. The potential is obtained by substituting for 
yO^ (r) into the Poisson equation and integrating
(^(r) z I ’ K|j^ .exp<-7r!’Y^ .^iC^ + 2 7T. l . & y r )  <5)
If the point charges are replaced by delta functions the contribution
(6)
to the charge density at ^  of the second component is 
yO (r) = ^ I (Tlr-r^l - Y^?rr.^%xp(-i^ - r^ l.
this leads to tlie potential
= 2 [ 1 - ©rf( ir - x^ l. ' a: <7>
the last term is a constant of integration and cancels in the final 
superposition (equation 9 below). The self-potential is therefore 
= 7T''.L* %' Xjj.exp<-7T^ Yf^ .Kh+ 2JT. ^
+ i'[ 1 - exfdr - r^ i.V^ ')3.lx " (S)
In this expression the priioe on the second summation means that the term
for which 1 con'eeponds to r is omit tod, and the additional term
accounts for the potential at a point of its own gaussian. Then the
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eloctroQtatic potential energy of an ion i in tho basic cell, Interacting 
with all tlte other ions and their Images, and its own images, is given 
by from equations <5>, <7) and <8)
I, &j[ <9>
Here, j is an index from 1 to N on all the ions in the basic cube. 
The electrostatic energy of the configuration is then
Ï îf<îi.> <10>
Although reasonable convergence of both the Evald series can 
be obtained for a wide range of values, considerable care is required 
in the selection of an optimum value which minimises computational labour. 
Preliminary calculations were carried out to find that value of which 
gives convergence, to an accuracy of four figures, in the second series 
(component 2) when all the terms for which I ^  ^ Il ( > L / 2 are 
neglected. When the electrostatic energy was evaluated, it was found that 
the second series and the self-potential term contribute ^  99% and only 
those terms in the first series corresponding to |K^ | = 1 need to be 
Included to yeild the required degree of accuracy. The resulting optimum 
value of YJ , which is used for all the calculations where N = 216 
is 0.175 X L .
MC calculations were carried out for 24 V-T points on the four 
isotherme T/Tf = 1.00, I.25, 2.00 and 2.75, where Tf is the experimental 
melting temperature of KCl at on© atmosphere. The MC chains are listed 
in table III.2 . Chains 1,2,3 and 4 correspond to the solid branch of the 
isotherm 1045K. Chain 2 was started from a perfect simple cubic 
arrangement of the ions, and I , 3 and 4 were started from configurations 
generated in chain 2 . Chain 4 corresponds to a hypothetical expanded
..LI
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TABLE H E , Z  : MC corripatations for KCl
Chain V T A / n iooa/A A 3 . AP
3  - 1cm.mol K id^  J.moi*
3
10.bar
1 41.48 1045 SOLID 74i 32.2 0.15 0.06
2 42.70 t l I t l48l 33.4 0.15 0.05
3 45.92 t l t t 1296 35.0 0.40 0.11k 48.80 t l t l 1296 38.2 0.20 0.11
3 46.36 t l IIQUID 1296 32.9 0.20 0.17
6 46.80 t l I t 1852 33.7 0.25 0.19
7 51.24 t t I t 1667 35.1 0.25 0.21
8 55.68 t t I t 1667 36.5 0.20 0.11
9 58.56 t t t t l48l 36.9 0.15 0.07
10 46.80 1306 t t 1852 38.7 0.25 0.20
11 51.24 t t I I l48l 39.5 0.20 0.13
12 53.68 I t I I 1667 40.8 0.20 0.17
13 54.66 t t I I 2407 40.7 0.10 0.07Ik 58.56 t t I I 1667 4i.o 0.35 0.18
13 63.44 tf I I 1667 43.4 0.30 0.10
16 58.56 2090 I I 1296 50.8 0.55 0.22
17 63.44 I I I t 1296 51.8 0.25 0.19
18 68.32 I I I I 1667 53.7 0.20 0.15
19 73.20 I I I I 1667 54.2 0.35 0.16
20 85.40 I I I I l48l 54.6 0.40 o.i4
21 63.44 2874 I I 926 57.9 0.20 0.13
22 73.20 I I I I 1667 60.1 0.25 0.15
23 85.40 I I I I 1667 60.9 0.45 0.15
2k 97.60 I I I I 1667 61.7 o.4o 0.12
A  is the number of trial displacements in the MC chain 
A is the number of moves accepted
Aj and Ap are the estimated statistical errors in J and p
N = 216 .g
maximum displacement, (ax, Ay,Az) = ( *0.5,t0,5,±0.5)l0.cm
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solid at a volume oompaiable to the that of the liquid near the melting 
point at normal preesuios. For all tixee© solid runs the equilibration is 
rapid and the cubic arrangements persist until the cliains are terminated. 
The observed stability of tho solid, even up to large negative pressures, 
is contributory evidence for the overall reliability of the c<»iputer laodel. 
The first liquid V-T point to be initiated was chain I4 and this was also 
started from a ijorfect cubic arrangement. Initially, tli© potential energy 
is considerably below that for equilibrated state, and the pressure 
large and negative. As the MC chain progresses the cubic structure breaks 
down, the pressure and energy increase to around their expected values 
after about 10^ MC steps, and the long range order disappears. The 
spontaneous fusion of the crystalline configuration at a volume and 
ton^ >erature corresponding to tii© stable real liquid is further evidence 
for the reliability of the computer model. For the first liquid chain 
120000 initial configurations were excluded from the ensemble averaging 
to allow for equilibration. All tlie remaining liquid points were started 
with typical liquid configurations from MC chains for * neighbouring* V-T 
points to minimise the time required for reequilibration, 4DOOC initial 
configurations were excluded from the ensemble averages for the remaining 
V-T points. For every xnm the maximum displacement pararaeter in the MC 
process was 0,5 K 10.cm in any coordinate direction. This gives an 
acceptance ratio of for the high density solid and for the low
density liquid (chain 24). There is no evidence from the standard errors 
(see below) in table III.l that a very different, or density dependent 
value, would inprove the convergonco. The optimum maximum displacement in 
MC calculations, however, remains a quantity about which little is yet
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known.
TIio following onsoioblG averages (donoted by angular brackets) 
wore accuiiiulatod fw each V-T point. The potentiaJL energy < ^ > and its 
vai'iouF; coïiç>onentfi
< . < ît> . < !--> ........ < !■“ >
Tho virial fijaictioii, defined by
IS IS
< V’ > = -k?-5. r. d*(r»)/dLr (11)
^ J
Tho avorago oquaies of tlw energy and vlrial were alec accumulated, 
thus obtaining tI:o respective fluctuations and covaiiances.
The statistical errors of table III.2 are calculated fron
x^= [ Z < < X:> - < X m) ] (12)
L=1 *•
1.0. is the standard deviation of ra eubavoragos < from the
total onBGJDlAo average < x > . In those calculations eacli subaverage is
4.
based on 4 K 10' MC stops.
To eidioiice the accuracy of the predicted equation of state, 
corrections were made to tlie averagen < $ > and < % > for the omission 
of tlio dipolo-quadrupole dispersion forces. Tho E<Hi onorgy of table III.6 
is awragod over ~ gO V-T points selected at widely spaced intervals In 
the UC chain. Tlie magnitude of tho second term in the expansion for this 
correction v/aa estimated by carrying out a correlation test between 
and other terms in $ and the result was negligible.
In addition to calculations reported in table III.2, a chain 
of 10^  lie stops for a system in which N z 64 wets generated at V-T point 
13 • TliC computed averages of energy and pressure (-611.7 10.J.mol, 0.12 
ic^ .béir) ore in satisfactory agreement with the results for the 216 
particle system'(-6:1.1 IC^ .J.mol*, -0,46 10^ .bar), though the discrepancy
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In proseuros is slightly outside the range of strtlstîoal errors ( 0.3
Kbar). C ne can therefore conclude that & sample size of ZI6 ione, in the 
baeic culx), ie a very good approximation for calculating the properties 
of the niaci-oscopic system.
feeidofi the accumulation of the basic data for the calculation 
of th©riTKJdyi!.anic iu*opertioa, the radial distribution fimctions ?ere 
obtai.nod by averaging ever a series of pair separation histograms 
accumulated fron the *current configuration* at regular intervals In the 
MC cliain (every 2000 stops).
The MC prc^a- ur.od for all the results reported in this 
chapter (for Î» « 2lG) generates 80000 steps per hoivr on the Atlas Mark I 
conqMitor of the University of London.
. . .1 ■ ■
';V : ' .i/
- , . A :;. '
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rfCTTCTT 3 ; 7hormo<!ynari5,c properties
Tho internal energy is obtained by adding the translational 
kinetic energj' to tho coniputed loean potential energy
n = < J > + 3IIokT/2 <13)
whore N is tho number of lone per conventional mole.
Calculated values of U for the 24 v-*T points are given in the fourth 
column of table III.3 • Comparison with oxporiment is possible for liquid 
points on the isotherms IO45K and 130% at p O . Experimental values 
are obtained from
Ÿ _ fTf flL.
ni_(T,p=o) = tre(29%) + I Cp(e).d (T) + Aüf + | Op(L). d V<T> (I4) 
The crystal energy Tigfgg&c) is the same as was used by Tosi end Fumi in 
the determination of the repulsive potentials (Tosi 1963). Specific heat 
data and tlie heat of fusion are taken from the conç>ilatlon of K©ll©y<ig6o), 
MC values at o pressure were obtained by fitting least squares parabolae 
to the V-p points on each Isotherm (taking p as the independent 
variable) and calculating the values of Ü at p = o from tho regression
coefficients of the curves. From table III.4 it can bo seen that the MC
3 -1
values exceed the experimental values by around 3 X 10.J.mol for both 
points. This discrepancy, less than half a per cent of the total value# is 
much smaller than the uncertainty in the experimental value arising from 
use of the speceflc heats Cp(S) and Cp(L) in equation (I4). Although the 
good agreement substantiates the reliability of the methods employed# it 
is perhaps# to some extent# to be expected. It may be recalled that the 
pair potentials had previously been tailored to fit the properties of 
the crystal# and it seems unlikely that the change of state with only
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c 20,4 increaeo in volume would result in u slz&blo discrepancy In U , 
which is relatively ins©:isitivc to tho detailed chapo of tli© the potential 
functions, iioroover, tho predoLiizicmk contrihutiŒi to the cohesive energ^ r 
arises from tW couioiiib interactions, the strength mid distance dependence 
of which are well luxovm, T2io agi'eenmit is evidence for the adequacy of 
tho ionic loodel.
/ui estimate of tlio heat of fusion is ix?s&ible by taking the 
differonco U^CTf ,p=0) - Us(Tf,p=0) . It is to be enç»îiasised Iiero 
that this does not nocessarily correspwxd to tlio molting point of tiu© 
coiujrater model. It tiorely refers to the difference in internal energy 
})0tween the solid and liquid branches of tlic lO^jR isotlierm at a pressure 
which cvtrresponds only to the experiiaontal melting pressure. The T3C 
rosult of 26,3 10^  J.mol' is in excellent agreement with the literature 
values 25.3 ^ d  26.5 (table III.4).
Figui*© III.2 displays graphically the calculated T7-V-T 
behaviour of liquid ICCl and the solid at 1045% . For both the solid and 
the liquid at lower temperatures (below ~ Î500IC) D i%icreases approximately 
linearly with volume at constant temperature, though there is a large 
decreaso in internal pa*essure (pi) on fusion. This decrease may be
compared with a corresponding decrease of only about 5% siiiq>le ncmr- 
ionic nun-polar liquids. The internal pressure varies slightly with 
with volume at negative iirossores and at high temperatures. Tli© four 
liquid isotherms are nearly parallel to one another, Indicating that Cv 
is approximately independent of volume changes along an isotherm, A 
comparison of the internal energy difforenceb U(2<^ 4^ ) - U(20gDK) and 
U<20gOK) - UdJOÔK) indicates that Cv decreases slightly with Increasing
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FIG, III.% : Calculated U-V-T behaviour of liquid KCl
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TABLE m . S  : Changes in properties of KCl on fusion
Solid Liquid Af "^ Change
u
3 -1
10,J.mol -654.2 —628.0 26.3* -4.0
Ec " 
Er "
Bdd+Edq "
-747.9
97.9
-30.4
-722.0
9^.8
-25.9
23.9
1:^
-3.5
-3.2
-l4.8
V
3cm.mol 41.75 30.20 8.45** 20.2
K t
“■fe —I
10.bar 10.1 36.1 26.0 257
o(f —4* —110 Jk 1.97 3.33 1.96 99.5
P'' bar.K ^ 19.4 9.23 —10.2 -52.4
Cv J.K.moî’ 48.4 30.3 2.1 4.3
Cp tt 65.5 66.8 l.5«f* 2.4
Experimental results :
* 25.5 a , 26.5 b
^  8.3 c ; 9.09 d
*** 9.2 f ; 3.5 SL
7.23 e
a Kelley (1960) 
b Dworkin and Bredig (1980) 
c Landon and Ubbelohde (l93&) 
d KLrschembaum et al. (1962) 
e Schinke and Sauerwald (l93&) 
f Janz (1967) p201
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tompwatitre at c<matant The eurrrature of the 0 pressuro leobar
phorwR that tho difference Cp - Ov to increasing with volume and 
torporatrre at constant pressrre. The vaines of Cp , Cv and their ratio 
gi^ ren in tnhlo TTI.3 nr© calculated from the basic data as follows, Cv is 
related to the mean snrmrod fluctuation in the configurational energy by 
V  Cv = ( T)v = l/<No?^S + 3Kok/2 <19)
2L %f < 5  > - < 5 > ) i B n  comparntively elowi.y convergent quantity in MC
calculations (in the liq»tid state) and this remilte in a residual
- 1  “ 1
uncertainty in C \r of 3 «T.K.mol . Within this margin of error the 
results reported in table 111,3 confirm the independence of Cv of volume 
at constant tomperaturo. At constant t'olumo Cv decreases slightly with 
increasing temperature. Although < < > - < 5. ^  > increases with
temper attire, it does so lens rapidly than T^ . At IO45K and IgOÔK for 
p ^  O the MC values are in good agreement with the experimental results 
of Rochris find Richards (1957), Cor^ted values of %nd (5y (below) 
yeild Cp from tlie equation
Cp = Cv + V.T.o^,(5v (20)
Cp is found to increase with volume at constant temperature and to 
decrease with temperature at fixed volume. It is known that Cp remains 
fairly constant from the normal melting point to the normal boiling point 
(relley lC]6o>. A plot of the V values for the four MC isotherms up to 
- 30OOK gives a straight line (figure III.3) for p ~ O, and therefore Cp 
remains constant x\p to very high ter^rat^?r©s. This is an important 
rosult, because, if the same is generally the caco for ionic liquids 
(ccrrecpondlng states theories ^ ich successfully correlate experimental 
data suggest that this is so) then the knowledge should prove to be
74-
KTG. III.3 ; Temperature dependence of internal energ^ r 
of liquid KCl at constant pressure (p=0)
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useful in the calculation of free onergios for the prediction of chemical 
equilibria. Tlie calculated values of Cp are in agreoiaeut with those of 
Kelley (tables 111.4 and 3) but tlie increase of Cp on fusion is found 
to be much less than reported in Janz <p201 I9Ô7).
Tlie calculated contributions of the electrostatic, short range 
repulsive and dispersion forces to tlie molar potcmtial energy of KCl are 
given In table III.6 . The loajor contribution arises from the coulomb 
forCOG, and, ao does the total internal energy, Ec increases linearly 
with volume at constant toi^ i^erature for all the isotlierms. The rate of 
increase rises sharply on fusion and thon decreases slightly with 
increasing temperature. An important property in the description of ionic 
solid lattices is the Madel?mg constant (U) which depends only on the 
geometry of the system and may be defined by
ilz ^46 y 2 I a^.zj/r <15)
c J J
The value for the simple cubic lattice is 1.7475^ * ^ similar constant for 
a fluid state may bo defined by averaging the sums on the R.H.S. of 
equation (15) over tho configurations of a canonical ensemble, M is found 
to be 1.756 for tlie solid at its melting point and is further found to 
increase to 1.798 on fusion. These results are contrary to the prediction 
of Blomgren (i960) that K should decrease by 33% ^  fusion. The absolute 
value of the repulsive energy is about 12% of tlie potential energy. TJie 
repulsive energy is resolved into contributions from like and unlike ion 
pairs and a notable result is that the like interactions contribute only 
~ 3% of tlie total. The contributions of dipole-dipole (dd) and dip<Ae- 
quadrupole (dq) dispersion forces are 3% and 0,5% of the total potential 
onergy r.8pectivoly. , ,; %
y<o
table h e . 6 : Components of the configurational energy of KCl
V T Ec Er++ Er+- Er— Edd Edq 2 M
3 r 1cm.mol
1
K
41.48 1045 -749.7 1.8 95.1 2.3 -26.S -4.1 -681.1 1.755
42.70 (s) -743.5 1.6 90.3 2.1 -25.4 - 3.4 -678.3 1.758
43.92 -738.2 1.5 86.4 1.9 -24.4 - 3.3 -676.1 1.762
48.80 -720.8 1.2 77.2 1.6 -21.5 -2.8 -665.1 1.782
46.36 1045 -730.2 2.3 96.4 3.0 -25.6 -3.6 -657.7 1.774
48.80 (L) -724.4 1.9 91.3 2.6 -23.7 -3.4 -655.5 1.790
51.24 -720.2 1.7 88.8 2.3 —22.6 —3.2 -653.2 1.810
53.68 -714.5 1.3 85.0 2.0 -21.5 -3.1 -650.6 1.825
58.56 -706.8 1.3 80.6 1.6 —19.9 —2 . 8 -646.0 1.859
48.80 1306 -721.4 2.3 95.4 3.0 -24.2 -3.5 - 646.4 1.785
51.24 -715.7 2.0 90.7 2.6 -22.9 -3.5 - 646.6 1.798
53.68 -711.0 1.7 67.4 2.3 —21.8 —3.2 . - 644.6 l . 8l 4
54.66 -709.0 1.6 86.0 2.2 -21.4 -3.1 - 643.7 1.820
58.56 -704.4 1.5 84.1 1.9 -20.3 -3.0 - 640.2 1.850
63.44 -697.2 1.3 80.4 1.6 -19.0 -2.8 -635.6 1.881
58.56 2090 -692.5 1.9 88.7 2.6 -20.9 -3.2 -623.4 1.819
63.44 -686.1 1.7 85.4 2.2 -19.7 - 2.9 -619.3 1.851
68.32 -677.8 1.4 80.2 1.9 —18.2 —2.8 -615.5 1.874
73.20 -673.1 1.3 78.5 1.7 —17.5 —2.6 -611.7 1.904
85.40 -665.4 1.0 74.9 1.4 -15.9 -2.5 —604.5 1.976
63.44 2874 —674.8 2.2 87.9 2.8 -20.0 -3.2 -605.1 1.820
73.20 -662.5 1.6 80.8 2.1 -17.7 -2.7 -598.4 1.874
85.40 - 651.2 1.3 76.4 1.7 -16.1 -2.6 -590.5 1.940
97.60 - 641.2 1.0 72.5 1.3 - 14.7 -2.5 -585.6 1.997
EC electrostatic coulcanb energy
Er++ etc. short range repulsive energies
Edd dipole-dipole dispersion energy
Bdq dipole- quadrupole II II
3E total potential energy
M Madelung constant (ensemble average)
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In accordnjico with tho viricl theorem of Clausius the pressure 
is calculated from the mean virial by the equation
pV/(NokT) = 1 - < Y >/(3NokT) (16)
Numerical values are given in table III.3 . The fluctuations 
in the virial aro much greater than in tho potential energy and 
consequently the statistical errors in the pressure (table III.2) are 
comparatively large. Nowevor, since tWy are of a random nature (unlike 
certain errors arising in ixractlcal experiments) the overall uncertainty 
can bo reduced by fitting smooth curves tlirough the isothermal V-p points, 
Flgiiro III.3 shows the calculated p-V-T behaviour of SCI in tho range of 
the present investigation. The calcxilati<xis for points on the solid and 
liquid branches of the melting Isotherm show no tendency towards phase 
transformation during tho course of the coE^utatlcms. An advantage of 
computer simulation is that it enables one to study the behaviour of the 
system in states which are thermodynamically unstable and not easily 
accessed in reality, such as those at negative pressures. It is desirable 
to study the system at negative pressures to obtain accurate results for 
derived quantities, by curve fitting, which can be oomparod with 
e:q>erimontal observations at approximately zero pressure. KC volumes at 
p O (table III.4) are obtained by fitting least squares parabolae to 
the p^V isotherms, taking p as the indépendant variable. The fit is 
found to be rather poor at the extremities of tlie curves but adequate 
in the intermediate regions of interest. Tîie stability of the computer 
model at negative pressures enables the solid to bo studied at volumes ; 
coiq>arable to that of the liquid , One can thus resolve changes taking
t ■ place on fusion into those arising from increased volume and thosê
   , .
FIG, III.4^ : Calculated p-V isothems for KCl together ^ atb 
experimental molar volumes at zero pressure
1. 10A5“K. SOLID
2. 10A5“K, LIQUID
3. 1306“K,
A. 2090“K, "
5 287A"K, ••
B EXPTL. POINTS p
10 bar
9080706050
cm mol
m#: ''
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iuriaing from fluid dicordor.
ïiiü caioulatod hular volumes at C = 1045^ ; and T = I306K are 
in cXooo a^roomont «vlth tho moot rocont moaouro^ oento of Kirschombaum at 
ai- ^^ h}6cZ) though the figuroo given by those workers are higher than 
all the previous ooasureaoato Csoo a.g. Jaxia The probable limits of
error in tho UC volumes may be estimated iron average statistical errors 
in the pressure (~ 15^  X.bar) and the compressibilities. Tliey are found 
to bo about 0,5 cm.mol. Thus, agreement is obtained to within both ÜC and 
cxi^rimeatoi uncertainty. This is a very encoui'aging result indeed because 
tho prediction of volumes provides a fairly sensitive tost of tho model, 
and tho repulsive potentials in particular'. This is further substantial 
ovidcnce for the adoption of the Born modol of ionic crystals for the study 
and intorpretatioi: of tlie behaviour of the liquid. Tine MC result for the 
cliange in volume on fusion is in close agreement with the moasurozaont of 
handor* and Ubbelohdo (1^ 67) though a wide range of values for this 
quantity Iiave been reported (Jana P4G lyOy).
The p-V-'T bohavioui' of tho model on^loyed in this investigation, 
and reported lioro, may be used as quasi-expwimcntal material for the 
testing of somi-e^pirlcal oi* theoretical equations of state wliich have boon 
proposed to describe tho thermody'namic behaviour of fused salts.
The coefficient of thermal pressure, defined by Op/c?T) ,
is obtained from tlio covariance of the potential energy and tho virial 
by ong)ioying the equation
(dp/3 7) = V.' [ N« > - < !ji >.< Î »/(So3£T*-> + Nofc 1 (15)
An alternative wthod of calculating this quantity is available if the
dependence on volume of internal energy is known at constant temperature#
, - . ; ' ' ' ' ' - -
' ' Ki
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(3 p/0 T) r t\ r (dv/dvy^ - p 3 (l6>
TÎ10 quantity inside the square bradtots is tlio internal pressure. For all 
tho V-T points, was calculated by both methods. Although no large
or systonatic discrepancies are observed the latter of the two lasthods 
yeilds tho smoother net of values. Tliis is duo to tlie fact tliat the virial 
(which dotorminoB p) is a more convergent property in the MC ensemble 
than its covariance with the configizrational energy. ( 9 U/9 V) may be 
obtained to a comparatively liigh accuracy by numerical differentiation 
of the U-V isotherms in figure III.2 .
At all tesçjoraturos decreases with increasing volume, though 
not linearly; the rate of decrease is much smaller at lower densities, 
is relatively insensitive to teioporature changes at constant volume. In 
fact, witîiin the limits 0.5 bar.K , a smooth curve can be drawn through 
all tho points (with tho exception of the solid and liquid at Tf for large 
nogatlv© pressures), c:q»rcssing as a mcmotonically decreasing fmotion 
of volume. This is illustrated in the similar values fcxr the two triplets 
of isochoric points io. 58.56 and 63,44 ccumol^  (table III.3), Direct 
oxporiraontal noasiaroments of this quantity have not been reported but 
cocQiarisons can be made by utilising the ratio of the experimental 
expansivities and compressibilities. Agrcoment is obtained (table III.4)# 
The thermal, ©xpanclvitias reported in table III.3 ere 
calculatod from
= V.\ÔV/Pt)p = t![ J - V.<^H/^p)t ] <17)
where the enthalpy H s ü + pV and (9h/o’p>t Is obtained by mnserical 
differentiation of tlio Ih-p isotherms. Tho calculated values display 
the expected decrease with ten%)erature at constant volume and increase
-  8 i ~
with Trolumo at constant tamperatiiro. C<p increases by 100% on fusion 
and increases further with V and T along the p = O isobar. Tîie MC 
results at IO45K and I3O0K aro both lower than the experimental results 
of Klrschombaum ot al. (196c), Tho discrepancy at tlie higher t©nç>©raturos 
is rather large but it is thought that the estimated MC errors in volume, 
as well as tho experimental uncertainties, aro, at a particular V-T point, 
not sufficiently small to draw any conclusions.
An attter^t was made to calculate the isothermal conçîrossibiîity 
directly from the basic data, for each V-T point, frcm  the radial 
distribution functlonB.
X j =  V.Vav/ôp> = V.<I?ofcT)’.[1 + (4TTK./7) f(E«,(y> - (l8) 
It was found that >Cjis very sensitive to small fluctuations in g^(r) 
at large r and tho calculated values are subject to an uncertainty of 
10% , and morose for tho solid and liquid at high density. Numerical 
differentiation of tlie p-V isotWrms also yeilds estimates of oCr but the 
small number of points and tîio statistical errors in p lead to quadratic 
equations which grossly distort the first derivative at the extremities 
of tho résultant curves. Consofmently, in tho absence of a more 
rolioble method of obtaining >Ct » the veluos given in table III.4 
corrospond to tho ratio ^  / |3v. The excellent agreement at T= IO45K with 
data of nockris and Richards (iggV) (table ITI.4>, is probably fortuitous. 
The disagreement at I306K results from the low MC value for the thermal 
expansivity at this temperature.
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SECTION 4 : Solid-liquid phase transition
Oiiangos in entropy with volume at constant tenqierature are 
calculated froLi
AS-r= dV +aUt^ (21)
by integration oi the least squares parabolae fitted to the p-V data. 
Similarly, entropy ciianges at constant pressure are obtained from
aSp = J Cp d ln(T) (22)
' Ti
Absolute entropies have been calculated for one solid and one liquid 
state point from the free volumes whicli arise in the rigorous treatment 
oi tlie cell thecay oi liquids due to Kirkwood (195^ ); see also Hill (1% 6). 
Tliis involves replacing the N-particle configurational integral
^©xp<" J(r^)/kY) dr^ .... di^  (23)
by the h-tii power oi tlie mean one-particle configurational Integral 
so tliat
SI* = < ( J^6Kp<- i(£i>/ak'*>n/,, ) (24)
Tlie above integral can be evaluated from typical liquid configurations 
(goneiated by tlie KC method) by straightfor\7ard numerical procedures 
and ensemble u/eraging. Xi tho maximum displacement Dmax in the MC 
calculation is sufficiently large that the probability of acceptance 
outside tlio attainable volume is negligible, then Q* can be derived from
the acceptance ratio. A free volume is defined by (see table XIX. 1)
V  - ..- '
60 that tho configurational free energy is
V = A X (Dmax/ /\ = < J exp< {pin^ - )/2kT > dr^  <25)
A*/(hkT) = kT.ln(v^> - < $ mini >/2kT (26)
and tiie expression for the total entropy of species i is therefore
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4 y 2 -i- ln(27TBtyr/ü'f^- < f min,>/2IÆ + < $ >/ÎŒcT (2?)
An additional term l'île is included for the liquid state to account f(xr
communal entropy, tli© Whole of which is found to appear on fusion. Trial
ooiiQiutations were carried out to ensure that, for both solid and liquid
KCl near the melting point, a value of Dmax of 1.5 X lofcm is
sufficient to render equation (25) a good approximation, i.e. no MC
displacements outside tho sphere of radius Dmaic are accepted. The
-24. 3
calculated mean free volumes (10 .cm/ion) are O.yo and i.14 for the solid 
and liquid respectively at T = Tf .
The melting i?ressure at IO45K is obtained from the point at 
which the Gibbs free energies of the solid and liquid branches of the 
isotlierm intersect. It can be seen from figure III.5 that this happens 
around the experimental value O , the solid phase being stabilised by 
positive pressures. Algebraically, the melting pressure p* at ten^orature 
T* (IO45K) is calculated from
)+CVe(p^ ,T* HVsCp» )3(p*-p,)=^ (p^  ,T* >+C\(P2.,T» H ’Kp* ,T* )](p*-F^  (28) 
Using the data corresponding to p^= O.gg Kbar (solid) and p^= 0,67 K.bar 
(liquid), from chains 1 and 6 (table III.3), one finds that p’= -O.05 K.bar 
The melting point Tf at p = 0 is given by
Tf(p=0) = T* + p M  VL(p',T*) - Vs(p%T*)]/[GL.(p* ,T*) - Ss(p',T*)] (2g)
and is found to be I043K . The precise agreement with the experimental 
value is fortuitous, but when ample allowance is made for error margins 
in VyL , < î  min, > , p, end pg^, the standard error is only 20K. The pair 
potentials are therefore able to account satisfactorily for the observed 
solid- liquid phase trarsition of KCl. Because of the agreement between 
the experimental and calculated melting point, tho entries in table %IX.4
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originally obtained by assuming Tf(p=o) 1045K , can be considered as
applying to the welting point of the con^ niter model.
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SKCTICN 5 : Radial distribution functions
T W  pail- «oparction histugraïag; were normalised to yeild tho 
radial distribution iunctions gy(r) and g (^r) , where
ÏW /< i ïV ' ) ï .g « ( r ) .4 . r r . r *  
is the pflL’Obabiiity oi finding two opix^ Gxtely charged Ions at a distance r 
and
HCK- i//(2V)].g^(r ).4. n .r^
io the corresponding probability ica- a pair of like ions. For a two 
conponont system fnere are generally tliree isair distributions to be 
cousi^ iered but for KCl tli© size parameters of the K!+,K+ and C1-,Cl­
in terionic pair potentials do not differ sufficiently to warrant further 
resolution of g^(r) into g-H-Cr) and g— (r>. Integration of the pair 
distribution fuîictions up to tli© first minimum gives values for the 
co-ordination numbois which are of ten used in the Ueseilption of liquid 
microstructure. Thus
n„ = Jl(y/<2''')3.4.n.»r*.Ku<r). dr <30)
= jft(N/2 - l)A3.4.^.r’-.fci<s). (Tr O D
and iL^z - i>A3 .4. T^ .i'^ -.g^ sr). dr (32)
where
g^(r) = îgu(r) + (g l( r ) ] /2  (33)
important features of the calculated pair distribution functions 
for KCl are tabulated in XII./ . The symbols d , r"** # h , and n
denote, respectively, dietaiic© of closest approach, position of first 
peak, position of first minimum, height of first peak and co-ordination 
number. The mean co-ordination is x^solved into like and unlike components
V .  ’ i i \
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Most ol' our knowledge about the microscopic structure of liquid
salts comes irom X-ray and neutron scattering experiments, rhree such
studies have been reported so far for KCl (Lark Barowitz and Miller 1936,
Zarzycki 195^ » Levy et al.lgKiO), all at temperatures close to the melting
point. At present, the scattering techniques yeild information only on the
raean diet) iWtiw of pairs of ions and the resolution of the first
two poalze into contributions arising from the distributions of like and
unlike i*>airs has, up to now, been mainly intuitive. Thus, in conparing
the MC results with experiment we will only consider the two well defined
quantities and r^^ • Table III.8 compares the MC values with
those of the e:cperlnxmtalisto. Tho MC value n^= 4.3 is slightly larger
than tlie more recont results but is fairly close to value obtained by
Levy et al, from recalculations xjoing the original data of Zarzycki. The
cmnputed value of is lower than all the experimental results but
the errors in tho latter are, however, large, and one cannot attach any
significance to tho small discrepancy. Qualitatively, all the results ere
in agreement in that both r^ X*^  rmd ore lower than the perfect crystal
values at a volume corresponding to that of the expanded solid at the
normal melting point. M  intorosting feature of the MC results for the
solid at IO45K is that and n,», aro already less than the perfect
3crystal values by 0.I8 cm. lO and 0,5 ions respectively. It appears that 
the changes taking place on fusion have boon ovorestinated because 
account was not taken of the effects arising from anharmonic vibrations 
resulting in overlap of the first two peaks in g.„<r) (figure XZI.^) for 
 ^the solid at T s Tf (Lev%; et al. Î960,,Bloom J96I, Furukewa
B9
TABLE HI- 8 : Experimental and MC values for mean 
co-ordination in KCl
max(lO.cm)
LARK HAEOWm and MILIJSR (1956) 3.14 5.8
ZARZYCKI (1958) 3.14 5.2
LEVY et al. X-ray (i960) 3.08 5.7
It ft Neutron It 3.10 3.5
ZARZyCKl/LEVY * ft 3.20 4.5
MC 2.96 4.3
* Recalculation by Levy et al. from the original 
data of Zarzycki
go .
eu(3f), aud for the liquid at IO45IÎ or© ehcwn in figure 111.6b.
In atle%)ts '00 raaolv© g^ (r), Zarzyclci end Levy ot al.(lg6l> aesumed
that "like ionc do uot ponetrato the first co-ordiimtion sphere. TIio HC 
curves indicate that interpénétration is in fact quite approciable; like 
ions r.oceunt for — y% of the ru3tux ccx-oidination number of the liquid at 
the I'icltin^  point. This increases to around lj% at a temperature of 2S74K. 
Comparisoi-i of tlio r.d.f.E of Zarzycki (igjG) and Levy oc al.(lgCo) with 
lie ciu-vos in figure IlX.bb suggests that they grossly overestimated the 
extent of short-rcuige ordering in their atteu^ts to resolve g,^ (r) into 
G*(r) and
A consequence of penetration into the first co-ordination shell
by unlilie ions is that tlie minimum in does not coincide with that
in guvv), in fact it is considerably shorter. Tho radial density of g(^ (r)
incroasos rapidly in the range 3*5 to 4.$ 10,cm , iuoreso than the radial
donsity in gu(r) de creases, with the result tîxafc tiie minimum in g^(r) is
n^ovod towards tho origin. Tliis explains, to some extent, the * apparent* lew
co- ordination number i*\ fused salts. The true co-ordination number for
unlil\3 pairs (table III.y ) is mucli closer to tho crystal \^lue 6 .
It can bo seen from figure XII.i tJiat the pair potential c^+-(r)
has a minimum at 2.65 lot cm wlioreas tli© noarest anicjin-cation distance
-8
which minimises the perfect lattice energy is 3.14 10.cm. The constrictions 
of tho regular lattice preclude a possibility of nearest neighbours in tlie 
crystal approaching to distances near the iiiinimum in the potential well. At 
higher woiijperatures and increased volume each ion in tlie crystal vibratos 
\ suxharmonicoily within its coll of neighbours. Although points of minima
\ : potential energy in each cell form & perfect lattice, the dist^c© of- ' r
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mnxiiTMTii probability # and the mean co-ordination mmber for near
neighbours, as ,defined for the liqvld above, er© not necessarily the 
same as the perfect lattice values. Just as with the liquid state, an 
adequate theory of anharmonic solid© does not exist. The IIC calculations 
for the solid at the melting point enables one to study in more detail 
the changos taking place on fusion.
The radial distribution functions for the solid at 1045K 
(positive pressure), the liquid at i045K and the liquid at 2874K are 
all shewn in figwes III.6 e,b and c respectively. For the solid, although 
the first co-ordination number for g^(r) is still 6 , rj^^is O.18 id Jem 
smaller than the nearest neighbour lattice parameter r . The lattice 
relaxations due to increased volume end temperature permit neighbours 
to approach to a distance of 2.34 lO.cm coim^ ered with about 3 for the 
crystal at lew temoeratures. Notice that the mean co-ordination ie lower 
than the low temperature crystal value by 0.5 ions due to penetration of 
some like ions into the first shell << r^ **^ ). The long-range ordering which 
characterises the solid state is evident from the oscillations in g^^r) 
which extend up to large distances.
This long-range order, which is duo to the finite size of the
ions and displayed in g^^r) alone, disappears on fusion. Figure III.6b
_ -8
shows that g^(r) rapidly reaches its limiting value at around o X 10,cm 
and closely resembles the radial distribution function of a simple non­
polar liquid, eg. argon, near the critical point. A considerable assnount 
of charge ordering is however retained and which is due to the long- 
range coulomb fwoes acting in opposite directions for like and unlike
pa^. of ions.  ^ ,
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Hs'illl.atlons in and persist up to distances of,
and probably beyond, 3 X  . Tho asplitudes of those oscillations 
dimini shin? with incroasiug distance. This Tix*oahdawn of lattice structure 
and onset of liquid disorder is shown by the the largo decrease in the 
height, and broadonlng of, the first peak in gj^ (r). Tîio broadening 
of peak 1 in g^(r) on fusion is a result of further intorponetration 
of lilto ions into the first co-ordination sphere and the ninintum in
is moved oven further tawai*ds the origin. This is tho reason for 
the decrease In on fusion.
Additional evidence for the formation of clusters is provided 
by the insensitivity of tho heights of tho first peaks In both g^(r) 
and g^Cr) to changes in volume at constant teinporature. The observed 
docrease in the values of tho co-ordination numbers , nrv» and n^ with 
increasing volume, despite tho facts that the peak heights remain unchanged 
and the minima move may from the origin, is duo to tho decrease In bulk 
density of the liquid (equations 31-33). At 2^ 4K the height of peek 1 in 
g^(r) actually Increases with volume. Tho tendency of the liquid to exist 
as ion-pairs or small clusters is counteracted by thermal disruptive 
effects when the temperature is raised at constant volinae. On passing from 
1045K to 2874s at *v 0 pressure tho height of peak 1 in gu(r> remains 
unchanged whilst the height of peak 1 in g^Cr) decreasec frcm around 
1.8 to 1.4 . This suggests that the avorage nuidber of ions per cluster 
is decreasing and is perhaps expected since tho stable vapour is known 
from spectroscopic e:cperiments to exist mainly as lon-pairs. At 2874K 
the mean co-ordination number has decreased to around 3 and there is 
more.interpenetration by unlüte ions, which account for 16/4 of n^r, y.
V '•>
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r>iîCri2[lî ô ; Coïivariaon with tîi©cÆ*otical model©
buring recent years there have been several publications of 
atoOii^ its to account analytically for the observed theriaodynauiics of simple 
mol ten salts. It is thoreiore instructive to review tlie approaziiaations 
thorin in tho light of the present liiC results.
Tho most rigorous mathematical treatment is given by Stillinger, 
Kirkwood and V/ojtcwioa (fÿjO)* These autiiosrs use tlie Kirkwood theory ox 
distribution functions to derive a set of integral equations for tho 
pair distribution fu:.ctions of a syziaaotric salt interacting tlirough 
long-rang© coulomb and short-range hard-core forces. The theory predicts 
that although the sum g^Cr) + gg(r) rapidly reaches its limiting value 
the difference gu(r) - g\^ (r) displays oscillations up to large distances. 
This implies that the mean distribution is determined primarily by the 
short-r&ngo repulsive forces, and the effect of the coulomb forces is to 
sui'round, on average, eadi icui with concentric shells of alternating 
charge. The MC results for g%/(r) and g^\r) shown in figures III.6 a, b 
and c lend ouppurt for tii© tiieory. Tho usefulness of the theory, however, 
is restricted in tliat the solution of the resultant integral equations 
would be very lengthy, and the computational effort involved may well be 
of tho saiue ox'der of magnitude as required in the present numerical 
approach. The equations have not yet been solved to yeild quantitative 
thermodynamic results. .
McQuarrio (I9U;) Mo applied the Lennard-Jones - Devonshire cell 
theory of liquids to a system of cliarged hard-spheres in straightforward 
manner. The basic simplification is the replacement of tlie i^egre^s
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of equaticm <24) by a spherically mymmetric potential
n 4 7T oxpL- ( I  ii .^n )^7<kT)3 .r^ <33>
McQutirric coiiclucloc; that tlio riotrlrm of mi ion ic not dii-octly infliionced 
by tho prosonco of the long rango forcefi, which, the reuniting expressions 
nliovr, servo only to not the scale on which the ihomodynanic proporties 
ore dotcinrf.nod. This ronult in not oiwprising silnco the effect of passing 
from oquatioii (24) to (33) is not only to sirplify the potential of mean 
force experienced by an ion, but also to sTippi'oss the consequences of 
fluctuations in radial density (see chapter B*” sect.’on 4) on the energy 
surfaces governing the movement of ions within thoir colls. To test the 
L<TD theory fluctuations in ])[ niini , for solid and liquid Klu. at T = Tf have 
Ix^ cn detei'inined, from UC configurations of ions. Values of the quantity 
C < J Tiling > - < E mini ] are G0.5 and 72.5 mol)for the solid and
liquid respectively, i.e. c.2% and 11.6% of the total cohesive onergj^  It
\
would appear thez-eforo that the •smearing approximation• is a gross 
ovGrsiiîç>lioatloîi of tlie situation in fused salts.
li*urgulescu and Vasu (1 6^6) extend tho cell theory by postulating
\
the oxlstenco of Iioles. starting from tlie volunes of the solid and liquid 
salts at Tf(p=0) they attribute oxpansicn on fusion to the appearance of 
holes in an otherwise quasi-crystollin© structure and examine analytically 
the tlierriKjdynmuic properties of tho model. The radial distribution curves 
of figures III.6, qualitative inspection of configurations, and the 
lack of free volwiA sufficiently largo to aocor^ icdat© ions, shwv that 
this model is not very realistic either. Tho agreement with experiment 
obtained by .'togulescu and Vasu, suggests that the thermal properties of 
fused salts ore not sensitive to tlie pliysical model adopted, provided
-  q8 -•
reasonable account of charge ordering is taken by employing a Madelung
confîtent rif tho right îiegnltude, TJig ÎJC results show that the Madelung 
constant for the liquid (tablo III.6) ie 'v 1,05 times the value for the 
HaCl lattice. Thus the agreement may well be fortuitous.
Further ovidenco for tho Insensitivity of thermal properties 
to physical approximations in tlie model is %)rovided by calculations with 
the significant structuros theory of L'yring and his eoworhers (Carlson 
ot al.igW, Blongrcn lg6o, Vilcu and L^ lcdolea 1967). This theory does not 
relate the pair potentials to the macroscopic properties but combines the 
exporinontally moasurod properties of the solid at its melting point and 
those of gaseous molecules w5.th a pair of adjustable parameters, determined 
by tho Iniovm propertioe of the liquid, in the ocnetruction of a partition 
function. The theory thus predicts derived properties, and in fact seems 
to predict entropies of phaeo transition (Carlson ©t al, i960) and 
spocofic boats (Vilcu and Misdolea I967) quito well. The data provided by 
tlio prosont calculations aro usoftjl in the absence of experimental data at 
high tomporaturos and piesstiros in the testing of these somi-©EÇ)irical 
approaches. The ogreoraont with experiment obtained by Blomgren (lÿSo) for 
tho expansivity la isurprislng since he made a totally incorrect assumption 
that M should decrease by about 33% OR fusion. A similar assurs^ tion 
was also imdo by McQuarrie (I962),
Tlio postulates of corresponding statec theories, proposed by 
Reiss et al. (1961) and elaborated and orrtended to mixtures by Blander
(1967), can also be examined. The calculations of the short-range repulsive
f
energy between like ions in KCl (table III.6) show that, for this salt,
the approximation involving their neglect is not unreasonable. ‘
...  ---
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SECriGN 7 : Ionic ciynainlcs calculations
aio luoioculrj:* dynimicu algoritlisi descriMd in chapter î 
secoi.'jji 2 is oxtcncod horo to scu»iy tho dynamic oulw/iour of fluids at a 
spocofied tomporaturo. Zx the requisite tp.&æi tcwj^ jeratui^ e is denoted by T® 
tho eorro62^ onuing ooan squared volocity of spooios of ooiiiponont o< with 
KasG rao^ is giior* by
(?)% = (34)
At ovor^  Oiroroto stop in tiias a factor is coœputod from the
velocities obtained by equation (0 cliaptor I), such that
Nqf . Z I (t)|  ^ (35)
then equation ClUchrptcar I) of the updating iirocodure is replaced by
^  (t'-At) = riCt+At) - [ - r i(t) ] X fec(t) (36)
It is apparent that when r^ C^t^ -At) ia .ised in eq^ oation chapter I) 
to calculate the position r,;(t*+At), the net effect is to retard or 
accelerate the particles uiiifoxaly so as to maintain an approximately 
constant temperature. The ïxdditioîül computatianal laboia* required for 
the operations (35) (36) is insignificant by comparison with the
cojuputing time required to calculate the forces in equation chapter I) 
It is pcsciblo to devise alternative mechanisms for onoxsy exchange 
e.g. by random perturbations, however, for thermally equilibrated systems 
rdiere N > ~ 10^ the residual, fluctuations about T® are found to be so 
small that elaborations of this nature aro unnecossary. Vlien N > 10 and 
fluctuations in T can be disregarded completely, cuia method provides a 
highly efficient toohaiquo for thermal equilibration.
Computations based on the above prccedure îiave boon carried out
tv.
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for liquids %EC1, îTaCl and Li Cl at and î»Æ>lar volumes corresponding
to o:q>orir^ ntal dens it loo at atmospheric pressure, with 2î6 Ions in the
basic 22) cube. Tlie pair potentials ai‘o as given by equation (2) with
tîie parmnoters from table III.l . Tlie electrostatic energy is evaluated
by the liwald method and the electrostatic fcrcee by differentiation
of tlie Dwald potential. Tlio coio^ iutations ta*o initiated from perfect cubic
arrangeroente with randomly distributed velocities and total zero momentum.
—Id*
Thornal equilibration is very rapid. After 10 x 10.s the temperature
roaches its mean value and within $0 X 10 a the pressure increases from 
3
'-"^20 X 10.bar to around Its equilibrium value and the crystalline order
cocg^ letoly disappears. A selection of calculated properties is given in
—
table III. 9 , States during the first ^  X 10. s are excluded from the
QverrgoB to allow for the équilibration period and mean values oi time-
-id-
independont quantities are averaged over a timo span of 1000 x 10. s. The 
ratio of the root moon* squared velocity of the ions to the average speed 
is found to correspond to a Llaxwellian distribution to within less than 
1% statistical errors.
Calculatod internal onorglos fvir KCl and KaCl agree with the 
experimental results to within 0,5% . A 3% discrepancy in the case of 
LiCl may also bo within the limits of the oxi^ riinontnl errors here.
The latter results wore obtained by coribining lattice energies at 2 8^k 
with available apocefic heat and heat of fusion data. In comparing 
pressures it Is emto instructive to view the discrepancies in terms of 
volume via the expwimontal isothernal compressibilities. The values of 
the quantity
V -■ ' ' . -  • ..
' 100 X ( Vcaio - Voxpt> / Vexpt ,
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TABLE HT.I 2 Some calculated and experimental properties of 
liquid alkali metal chlorides at 1273K
KCl NaCl LiCl
* **
IID MC expt IID expt IID expt
3 —1V cm.mol 54.0 40.2 31.8
p lC?.bar -0.29 -0.35 o' 0.94 o' 1.18 of
U lO^ J.mol^ -611.5 -615.4 .610.3*^ *’ -678.8
b,c
-681.9 -788.7
Er++ " 
Er+" " 
Er—  *'
1.6
86.2
2.h
1.6
86.5
2.3
0.6
93.2
6.6
0.3
134.9
16.8
Edd ** 
Edq "
-ao.9
-5.2
-21.4
-3.2
-14.3
—2.6
-i4.6
-3.1
M+
M-
1.812
1.815
1.617
1.819
1.829
1.845
2.028
2.067
—1 “I
Cv J.K.mol 45.1 45.9 45.2® 44.8 47.3® 47.4
-4> A. -1
D+ lO.cm.s 
D- **
1.55
1.25
1.48*
1.34*
1.54
1.10 i S l
2.55 ■
0.78
* Isothennal ionic dynamics
** Monte Carlo (ca. tahle SI.3)
References to experimental data :
a KLrscherabaum et al. (1962) 
b Tosi (1963) 
c Kelley (1960) 
d Dworkin and Bredig (1960) 
e Bockris and Richards (1957) 
f Janz (1967) 
g Bockris et al. (1969)
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+• 1.0 g - 2*7 » and - 6,4 for KCl^  NaCl and MCI respectively. The 
trend iu tîiOüo cuL^ ai'leonia iiiay bo sigiiilleant; dlawgi'eement increases 
\.'ioli oiiioii/'oatlcu rudiuu ratio, TIw? Wat capacities at coiictant volume 
(Cv), calculated Ironi lluotuatloiis In potentiui energy by the usual 
o::preosioa fur a ctaiouloai?. eneeiablo (equatlun If)), are also in agi'oement 
vrlth experimental results. Thus, tZio pair potentials with the parameters 
dotermlned by Toel and Fucd from thermodynamic properties of the crystals 
at 228c ci»e satisfactcry effective potentials, in the states considered, 
f*jT Li Cl and NaCl, or v/ell as tW already confirmed c&eo of KCl,
In table XII.9 *^he potontial energies ore resolved into
c-onl'ributioiis fr<.m the various forces present. Encounters between 
similarly charges! ions account foa^ j% , 6% , and l3?o of the total shci*t- 
ronge repulsive energy in NCI, NaCl and LiCl respectively. Approximations 
involving their neglect in corresponding states treatments (Blander 19^ 7) 
appcoi* to be ptnticLlarly crude when the radius ratio differs appreciably 
from unity. The Midelung constants (defined sa tiras averaged quantities) 
are all slightly gx eater tlitui the cor responding sum for the NaCl type
lattice. Tlio radial distribution functions for LiCl are shown in figure
ÎII.7 .
All the coorputed equilibrium prcn-wties are in agreement with 
MC calculations (table III.3> within statistical errors.
The self-*diffusion coefficients of table III.9 (Df and 
ore calculated frca the limiting slopes of the mean squared displacement 
- time curves shown in figure III.^ . Results for NaCl and KCl are fairly 
close to experimental values derived from isotopic tracer measurements
 ^ (Bookrls et al. I964).
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SECTION 1 : Tîi© model and theory
“^?on ioiiio 5jR7.tR rre dinnolvod \n v/ator with pole frectioRS
"4’
-w 4 X 10 (0.03 molrl) the deviations from the lawn of ideal dilute solution 
are arojwd 20 per cjont. Solutions compared of uncharged polecules, hcwever, 
are found to behave Ideally At miîch hi^hm* solute ccncontrations. It is 
generally aocoftod that the Tong-rance nature of coulomb forces in Ionic 
noTutions résulté in deviations ideality which extend up to sevrai
orders of magnitude of diluti,vi greater than those solutions composed of 
specioF interacting throt'gh Van der Waals forces. In the classical Debye- 
TTuckel thecTy (I923) of electrolyte solutions an attendit is made to account 
analytically for deviations from ideal behaviour, for concentrations below 
1 molar, solely In terrris of the electrostatic solute-sol:ite interactions.
In the reby<^ BuoIcel (DM) model the complex system of ions and 
polar nolecitlofl Is approximated by a much sii^ ler, but matT ojuatlcally well 
defined, system. TTie Ions are considered to W  hard spheres with point 
chargos embedded at their certj'cs and the solvent in which they exist Is 
represented by an ideal dielectric fluid i.e. a continuum of uniform 
permittivity. It Is apparent that this gross ovorslT;^ >li float ion would 
Roricnsly distort any attempted calculation of absolute Üiermodynanlc 
quantities of the actual system. Nevertholose, the solvent-solvent and 
ion-sol vont interactions ere also present at infinite dilviticm and thus do 
not contribute appreciably to deviationn from ideality arising from small
increases in concentration from a dilute ntato,
. . .  '
The potential energy of tho Dobyo-Huckel oyaten is pairwise 
additive and the pair -wtentials ore specified as follows. If the chax^
  .
+. 'V ,
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Ox tlio olectrcwi io denoted by o and tho valouoy of an ion of typo i 
is ZX thoii
ij(r> = Zi,ZJ.e^ / ( 6.r) for x > cr (1)
ctnd ij<r) = 0 ior r < O' <2)
wuoro ^  is tUo ratio o:t tjxi permittivity of tiio dielectric fluid to timt 
of a Vc,cuum ai\d O" is the cor.w>n ion collision diauiotor. î-oï* tho case 
Zi = - Zj it ia convenient to specify tho state of tlm PH system in tonr» 
of rouucovl Vi-iriablow Ifooe.uso allantes in tlie p'xaÀ.iô'‘CGXB & and C" are 
tantaik^ nnt to c*^responding of toîîiporatw.'© and volufne, respectively,
v;lion tho c(mfig;jrational intogpral for the systom is approx3riatoXy scaled. 
Thus, If Ji/P is tho liUiC^ or of ions of t^ i^ e i in the volume V, tho nuRiî;*©r 
density = N/(27) , tmd a reducod unit of length R%ay 1)0 dofined as
a = (3)
an<l a reduced concentration by
/ = K.a.e.vZi.Sj.e*-) <4)
where :< asxd T deiioto, us usual, tlie Roltiyaaa constant and absolute 
ter^ porature. A specification of the tv;o rcluced vai'iables  ^ and ^
(in units of a) suffficos to determine the therrcodynaixlc state of the 
system.
The apps'iXiiiiitions of the Vl theory in the oa] culation of the 
properties of the *ûi>del are a subject of extensive literature. Detailed 
accounts of tlio matheiriûtical procedus'oe ai'o given in Friedi^ an’s • Ionic 
Solution Tliocry* <1962) and the treatise on statistical mechanics by 
Davidson (I9G2). Only brief iasntion of the upproxiimtions need be given 
hore, bcforo presenting the resulting equations which relate the pair , 
potentials to the radial distribution functions and hence thertiod^ 'npiic
- ? Î0 -
proportioG.
The fundataental siï^ îlif j ;.ng assumption oi tho Dobj'O-HuckôI 
appr oxi mat ion is that the probability oi linCing an ion of typo o< (ocis 
•i-v© or -vc) at a Jistanco r irom a iixoC ion i , where tho average 
potontiul in < , ie the Eolfccn^ factor
oxp (kT)]
or, ai tor natively, tiio radial distriUttion function is
gocp(r) = o>q)[Zx,o.< (j)
Tho avortigü potential < (^(r)> in oquatod to the average cliarge density 
of ions of t}po (\ Uy ti& Poisson equation to ye ill the Poisson-Boltzraan 
oquaticn
r\d[r\ü((^/drjâr = - 4.rc/(e.V) X 1 K*.Z*.a.@%p(-Zi.e.< (^(r)>) (6)
whieii is tlwn liiioaxisod in order to obtain a first a%)pro:cimate solution 
to
r^.dU'^.d (^/dr jdr = 4,7Te^ . (fc .V.kT) . ( Z Nx.hx ) (7>
Introducing the cliioonsionloss variables of equations (j) and (4)
and without furWwr approximation, the radial distribution functions can
ho oxprosood in terms of / and O' by the oquations
ln£gyCr)j = oxp [ <r-or).[i 'rC(6/0) *‘3/(r.«5) (3)
and Inig^ir)] = i / ln£gg(r)3 (9)
The configurâtioiaai potential energy and tho osmotic pressure
coefficient are thon calculated fr«am the radial distribution functions in
straiglitfcaT/ai'd w&ni;or, by means o£
- r/(NkV) = 3/W )  X jT^ [gu(r) si(r)].r dr <10)
and pV/(i.kT) = 1+W)! Jr.[gv(:^ )"SL(:^ )]dr 4^ [gu(rL<r=a)](H)
0“
respectively, .
- ill —
Tioino MC calctflations fos* the DII raodol !mvo boon reported previously,
vCHittw Foiritv lÿ/j, Voi»oatsov Voliaminov ot ai. lyCu, Card and
Valloau 19(/û). All tlioso afcudioa employ tiie LVjon raothod (soe section 2 
chap tor IIX) to Qvniuato tiicj electrostatic oaorgy, ucq caaller systems 
and ore gcueriilly loss extei\slve tlian the présent investigation.
Detailed ooiqia^ i'icons with those previous results will not bo nade ixero.
T!io present calculations, howovor, yoild ensonble averages of  ^vmd p 
which agi'oo with those of the lirtrvious workers within statistical limits of 
error. Tlie calculations reported hero covt»' much v;idea‘ rasrgec of 
concentrât ion, tei%)Grature, perrdttivity of ajedia, ionic cliarg© and 
collision diaiTjctors. Zkxre systowatic ooj?q>iirisone with both theory and 
ezcper Iment fare thorefors pcsssiblo.
, \  ' t e , , 1 ,  V , . .
■ " — — L.
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nr.CTXntT z ; r.Itynt.o Carlo calculations and thoraiod^ nairdc data
TÎIO calculations vTii.ch îuwo been c/^ rrioc! out for the 
uyctüu clu'xactorisûd by the pair potontia3.ti of equations (1) and (2), and 
dafined by tho roducod vra'iubles t and O' , aro eRumarieed in table TV.l.
For Jill tho MC duilixn, tho rauvibor of ions in the basic cube is 216 . Fivo 
valuoo of tJio rodiiood icnic uiariotor O' ore studied for each cf seven 
values ox / , tlio roduced concentration, Tlae r^ uige of t extends from 
vory iiigli dilution to ai»ound 2.3 jaolar. It is difficult to imagine any 
real system:; which correspond to sows aroas of the phase diagram covered,
For oxaaiplo, fur > -v 5 and O' > ^ 0,6 the osaxotic piessiire coefficient 
lias vory higli values. Siioilao-'ly, for # < ~ I.5 and O' < ~ 0.2 there is 
a very sti’ong tendency fdr the oppositely chargod ions to pair up. Aqueous 
electrol^ 'te solutioxis would bo unstable under these conditions. It is 
hoçfcvor, dosii’ablo to invostigate tho beliaviaux' of tho ilC system under 
oxtrcTue conditions, and to e:q;loro the two plui^ e region, firstly to 
aid oxtrajxxlation and interpolation, and secondly to detorniln© the 
approximate limits of stability of tlio ono-phace sjstem,
Tho method of coiLputaticn is the smao ac that dOs cribod for 
liquid potassiuüi chloride in cliaptor III section 2. TIi© coiqauter program 
is apprusii4.jatoly 4^% faster tiian for the eyntem cf coft ions with 
dispersion forcée, at high density, Tliis is pax’tly duo to the slirpXicity 
of tlio pair potentials and partly because it is not necessary to continue 
confuting tlie •now* potential energy of tor a liard-coro rejection has been 
discoverod (see cîu;pter I section 2). For most of tho chains the maximum 
displacement pai'axseter Dma% (definod at the foot of table III.2) vac set
. 3 !
M3
TAELE isr.i : MC calcii-1.étions for the primitive hexd-
mode], of electro]yte solntions : basic (
r A/n - $ /(m<T) eU o)
0^.0 0.02 694 0.0043+0.0005 i.o6±o.03
0.1 463 0.0043Ï0.0005 1.03+0.02
0.2 232 0.0042+0.0005 1.02±0.01
0.6 6* o.oo39±o.ooo5 1.19+0.02
1.0 694 o.oo42±o.ooo5 2.15+0.05
10.0 0.02 926 o.o4o3±o.02 1.26+0.04
0.1 926 o,038o±o.oo3 1.18+0.04
0.2 926 0.0358+0.005 1.05+0.02
0.6 1389 0.0285+0.002 1.17+0.02
1.0 926 0.0226+0.004 2.13+0.02
5.0 0.02 926 0.1235±0.001
0.1 1157 0.1066+0.001 3.75±0.2
0.2 1157 0.0916+0.001 I.4J++O.05
0.6 1157 o.o725±o.ooo5 1.19+3.02
1.0 926 0.0430+0.0005 2.14+3.02
2.0 0.02 926 0.869 +0.05
0.1 926 0.501 +0.02
0.2 694 0.337 ±0.01 2-^5±0.0$
0.6 926 0.238 +0.004 1,22+0.02
1.0 694 0.188 +0.001 2.10Î0.02
1-5 0.02 463 2.19 ±0.1 ■5f*
0.1 694 1.029 ±0.02
0.2 694 0.518 +0.004 2.8E+O.O5
0.6 463 0.345 ±0.001 i,^k+o.o^
1.0 694 0.2742+0.0005 2.05+0.02
1.0 0.02 926 4.8 ±0.-1
0.1 463 2.85 +0.1 -X+-
0,2 694 0.977 ±0.01 6.50+0.2
0.6 694 0.564 +0.004 1,5(5+0,02
1.0 1157 0.415 +0.002 2.12+0.02
0.8 0.02 232 8. +1 •5f*
0.1 463 4.76 +3.1
0.2 463 1.59 +0.05 **
0,6 926 0.742 ±o.oo4 1.^ 1+0.02
1.0 463 0.563 ±0.003 2.18+0.02
data
ÿ/-/(mr)
0.9986+0.0002 
0.9996+0.0002 
1.0068Ï0.001 
1.255 ±0.005 
3.15 +0.02
0.9866+0.001 
0.9885+0.001 
0.9965+0.05 
1.2^ 3 +0.01 
3.12 %.02
0.9682^ 0.001
0.9810+0.005
1.233 +0.01 
3.12 +0.02
0.9065^ 0.005 
1.184 +0.01
3.05 ±0.02
0.8502+0.005 
1.174 +0.01 
2.94 +0.02
0.724 ±0.01 
1.105 +0.01 
2.98 Jo.02
1.057 iP.Ol 
2.99 +0.02
*!■ indicates ion pairing and g,^o)»10
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<vpml to L/^ . For mevraX points, notcihlj those ccrrospondlng to
larnro ^ and small. O' and vice versa, this narlwim dlspl-»eoj!i©nt load© 
to a ro.isction rate which i« too lareo < > cp% > for or.aotloal 
com«3rpr©nco, onpooially tdioro thoro is a tondonry to form lon-pfilr«,
Tho basic data for all tho o-o nolntn i^ro tabulated In IV. 1 . 
Tho longth of tlio fJîC chains vari.oo from Z to 4 X 10^  trial displacements. 
statistical wrors in tho notential cnornpr very onorTroitsly (hence tlie 
different chain lon^ rths). The limltB of error cttotod in table IV. 1 were 
estimated from rrraphicpl plots of < %  > against 0" for oach value of ,
■Where there is ion-pairinrr, i^ry wide flnclrmtions in H  are observed 
and the es'rors fw thoEW points are corrofrw.din*?!y rrrerter. It is
doubtful whether the IK method is strictly mrilicab?.© when the emilllhrlum 
<x-yH+ + (x-y)t- = y<i+i->
tends towards the rif=rht hand side to any appreciable erttont, (x and y 
are the total ionic and partial ion-nalr mole fractions rospectively,)
In addition to tho meim potential energy and its flactuations, 
the only ether data accumulated were the radial disitribution ftmctions.
The method is doseriWd In chanter III. Pair separation hi^togranw wore 
accnraulated from the •current configuration* or-mry lOOO stops. For all the 
0-0’ points the imnn radial distrilintion function g (^r) has been plotted 
and the values j»^ (r=<r> were estimated from those plots. Tho chains fw 
which there is apnreciahle ion-pairing (denoted Try **'* in the colwisn headed 
gp^ (r=(t) of table IV. 1) exhibit extrome fluctnationr in radial nurWr 
densities at small r and aprnronches infinity as -> 0 .
Consequently the osmotic pross:rr© cannot Tie ncctn?tttoly os11 mated by means 
of equation (lo) for these 0-Q~ points.
k , . y . ,   .. i-y'.•V/
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Tt crm be BOOT? frbtn tn'bto r*/,! (cclirnn. j/ that absolute values 
ol tho reduced ocnf IgaTiitional oriorg^ ' vary inversely ai.d o:q>enentially 
i7ith / . At XxxGd tocpcraturo (/ ic proportional to 7) the effect ef 
decreasing the concentration is to x'oducc the ix^ tontial energy and the 
rato of rt'd’jctjor. ie in accoi'canco with tho predictions of the Debye-Huclcol 
limtinc law for valuer of / in oxccgg of around 5 (see beler). 
vriicn / is cojxstant the effect of increo5ia% the sizes of tho ions at 
fixed voIur:«t?a i.o. raising <r , is always to decrease tho potontiat energy 
hut tho effect is less nrodced at lower ocncontrrations.
riots of giv|(i'=C:' against 0- for fixed t all yoild simple 
poi;‘aïK)Xao. At smil O’ , increases because of tho possibility of
ic«v pala’ingj and at large O increases because of tho dominant
role pX&yod by the hfu'd cores when Ions oi*o in comparatively restricted 
voluiüo. This is the reason for the observed parabolic behaviour of the 
osmotic ixroGSUi'o coofficiont pT/(hl:?> when plotted against concentration.
At largo Clew concentration) the predozilnsnt conlribution to pV/(N5tT) 
arises from tho coulombic energy term but for small 0 (high concentration) 
the hard-ewe tern outv/oighs the energy term (equation 11). Statistical 
errors in the x^ilculated osRiiotic px»cssuro ccefficionto, given i n  the last 
column of table XX. 1, are estimated frcn cairbinations of the corresponding 
eirora in ^  /(IXkT) and .
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flFCTini 3 : rorniiRXlnon vr.ftli miol ytioal thoorios and oxporisTont
.til taT.Io rhZ t!;e MC rosv.tut loi potential eixorgy and 
onaotic proESuro ccefficiçnt rre comprxi'ed with tho preciétions of the 
non-linear Dobyo-rnchol theory Ccalaulatotl by DBann of equations S, 9, 10 
and 11) and values obtained by Car ley (lÿy ) froia tho Forcus-Yevick (PY) 
and convolution hypcrnetted chain (CIÎNC) integral oquations. In the dilute 
range ( / > ~ 3 BZid O" < - C,2) all the tliocries are in satisfactory 
agreoRiOnt with tho MC results f<xr hath % and p . Tor the m.re concentrated 
regions (siialler / ) the discrepancies betiveen lyyic Ion boooiiie
progressively greater. For siaali O ’ the potential onorgy predicted by 
tho DII appro::imtion eexeeds the 1!C value arid for large O  the reverse
is tho case. TIius, for Ions with fixed sizes in a given solvent at constant
tocporatrre, the KÎ theory is found to be In much hotter ugreezimt with 
tho ÎIC results ÎK>causo the %  against 0~ curvoe, for IIC and DH values at 
constant / , intersect, rresuriably it would bo possible to select a 0 - cr
lino on which tho DII end MC values of I are ovory^ yhore equal.
In section 1 the fundamental cirplifyi:ig ascuoipti^ of the DR
theory was outlined. It is that the probability of finding ions at 8
givon distance frcn a particular icn is proportional to the Boltzinan
factor for tho potuntialL at that distance (equation 5). Tho DH theory,
thoroforc, ;)rirrrlly predicts the radial distribution functions. Tho 
functions and ggCr), where the subscripts u and 1 denote unlike
and liho respectively, obtained from both the DH theory and MC calculatioais 
for tho point f = 1.0, or r 0.6 , arc shewn in figure iV.i . Tîie ITC curves 
for botîi £y(r) and g^ (r) oxc-eod tho DH curves in the important range \xp to
. .   7/ A . _ +
S'
TABLE ISl.Z Comparison of MC results mth the non-linear 
Dehye-Hnckel theory and resii.lts obtained from 
the Percns-Yevick and convolution hypemetted 
chain integral equations by Carley (1965)
Configiirationa.1 energy (-j/hkT) Osmotic pressure (pV/llkT)
m FY CHUG MC m FT CHITC
50.0 0.02 
0.1 
0.2 
0.6
1.0
0.0045
0.0045
0.0042
0.0059
0.0042
0.0034
0.0035
0.0032
0.0029
0.0026
0.0051
0.0050
0.0027
0.0052
0.0031
0.0028
0.9986
0.9996
1,0068
1.255
5.15
0.9989
0.9999
1.0070
1.2151
1.9992
0.9999
1.0071
1.246
0.9999
1,0070
1.249
10.0 0.02
0.1
0.2
0.6
1.0
0.0405'
0.0580
0.0558
0.0285
0,0226
0.04l8
0.0362
0.0336
0.0264
0.0218
0,0361
0.0336
0.0275
0.0361
0.0336
0.0275
0.9866
0.9885
0.9965
1.243
3.12
0.9866 
0.9894 
0.9975 
1.2086 
1.9943
0.9894
0.9976
1.240
0.9894
0.9976
1.242
5.0 0.02 
0.1 
0,2 
0.6 
1.0
0.1255
0.1066
0.0916
0.0725
0.0450
0.4978
0.1027
0.0910
0.0662
0.0325
0.1015
0.0909
0.0707
0.1018
0.0906
0.0692
0.9682
0.9810
1.235
3.12
0.9052
0.9689
0.9805
1.1983
1.9871
0.9695
0.9805
1.228
0.9692
0.9806
1.251
2.0 0.02
0.1
0.2
0.6
1.0
0.5015
0.5570
0.2582
0.188
0.5516
0.5497
0.2138
0.1588
0.526
0.559
0.540
0.527
0.9065
1.184
0.8583
0.8585
1.1650
1.9658
1.184 1.195
1.5 0.02 
0.1 
0.2 
0.6 
1.0
1.0292
0.5179
0.545
0.2742
1.1992
0.5540
0.3063
0.2292
0.556 0.526
0.8502
1.174
2.94
0.7296
0.8590
1.1421
1.9505
1.158 1.171
1.0 0.02 
0.1 
0.2 
0.6 
1.0
2.8516
0.9769
0.^645
0.4i55
8.i402
1.1655
0.5057
0.5568
0.724
1.105
2.98
-0.1757
0.7270
1.0985
1.9254
0.8 0.02
0.1
0.2
0.6
1.0
4.7575
1.5980
0.7425
0.5636
1.9121
0.6653
0.4608
1.057
2.99
-5.^ 957
0.5896
1.0649
1.9028
118
j ( r )
2.2
2.0
_  AAC
-  P H
0.6
‘
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.? 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.+ 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8
r/a
FIG. IV.l ; Raxilal distribution functions for the hard-sphere 
electrolyte solution at £f = l,0,o^a0,6 
(ca. 1.08 10'\mol.cm^ In H^O at 298k )
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r / a 1.5 . Tlio rjincs'opancy at r = cr ie 30^ . Pron equation (11) we 
sGo, licKfovoT 1that tliQ- avtii'Q^iG patent lev. o;iorgy dépendu on tho integration 
avor r of the ullferonoc Cu(') " luid thoyofore there is? a fortuitcniB
cancollatlcai of om;cu. fall' cv^jreoiiiGnt lor eertalii Intormodiato
O' valuQ-ü, up to Gir^all / le duc to tho fact tliat the BII theory givoB 
li.GcropiuicloG in hath guCr) md which are of the Gcu:Q s?.gn and order
of nv:itînit;uîc.
Unfortunately, the :1T tnd CDTC onlciaations of Carley do
not o:>tcnd as fia^ ae the concentra tit *n range covered in the preeent 
investigation. In fact, the IT and ClilTC value* of X we in satisfactory 
agreouionî: ‘-v.lih both the 17C calculations îuid tbs HI t’loory in the range 
v/horo c.iwiiarieoii3 can bo riado. It is noticeable, hw/ever, tliat when O’ Is 
largo (0,6) and # > ~ 3 tho 71 and ClfiC tlüîories give Wtter agreenient 
with tho MC valuos for tlie os:K)tlc pi’Gsoui'o coefficient tlian the Debye- 
lîuokel opprœ:iMatic:i. Tlwreas the potential energy depends only 0x1 tho 
difference gu(r) - gi(r) the o^ uiKitic p&rossure depends rUso on the sum 
go(--e) -r gi(r=0). It ic not surix^ ising tliat for '/ > - j.o end  ^0.3 
there is less satisfactory agreoL^ eut l^ tv/ooïi MC and 1:^1 values for 
pV/Cir»;!). Tiio rV and w2îC tliooci’ies, on tlw _ otlwr h^d, are Ixnown by studies 
on the Iiard-splioro gas to i;al;e ,we accoun.t of the hcU'd'Core interaction. 
Tliese theoi'ies provitle a bettor approxiiiutiou for gyO-’-ch) :md gu(s’^O') 
when ulio liard'"core ropulalosia play a doiainant role in dotcrsaining tho 
average structure. The 7Y and CIUïC presBureo are found to be in much better 
agreement with T-fC values; thoii^  sui^ jriority over the 3X1 ai>prcocimati»jin being 
iiiora prenounced at lax'ger values of tlio rcduood iwn diauoter.
, In order to comprro the calculated configurational energy of the
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uxl iüoâei with tike enqaeriiaentaj. iieatB ot dilution of a roal solution of
Oil electrolyte in water it is noccGGory to roinoi'o the disparity Wtween
tiio toîai>erature cieix?ndor.eoG of tho per mi tti\"ity of the media. For tîi©
ideal dielectric fluid oi the prooont cjcdei de/ôT = o , Exigerimontai
values of the in^ egr&U. heats ox dilution of Na.Cl in water at 290K (Parker
lybj) we tliorexore divided by tho fector - since d ln<^ >/d ln(T>
fox* water at is i.3 ^ 9  (eoe e.g. Hasaiafc. I969), For cocçjsrison with
the îkax'd-üpiiere model it is also neceoscry to assura© a value oi O' for
the real electrolyte in water; for NaCi in water we asnine a collision 
— 8
diameter of 4 ^  10.cm, which roughly takes account of permanent hydration 
spheres around tlie cations, lliis choice of O' ie not likely to affect the 
conclusions since the heats oi dilution of a wide variety of salts have 
£ipiA‘05ciiuat©iy t2i© same values up to around 1 molar (Parker 1965). Also# 
as is shown in table IV.l, the potential energies are not very sensitive 
to small ciianges of O' at constant </> ,
The heat of dilution (modified for 0&  / ^ T = 0) for NaCl in 
WfLtd' at 2901K# calculated feiC and Ifti potential energies, and values 
obtained from the CHÜC integral equation by ilasaiah and Friedman (lyoJ)#
i
in this particular range, are plotted in figure iV.2 for concentrations 
up to 2.5 molar. The i«C results confirm tito widely held belief that 
the disagxeement between the O H theory and experiment, which increases
I
progressively beyond ~ 0.1 molar, is due to the simplicity of the model 
rather tlian the matiiomatical approximations. In fact, tli© approximations 
invoked by both the CKKC and DH theories bring the potential energy of the
model into closer egreeinent with experiment, for thie inçïortant «ô-cr line.
I,
The success of the DH theory beyond pwlar has ali'éàdy been shown to ^
12.)
0.7
0.6
0.5
M C
D H
C H N C
o.t
0.3
^  HjO »t 21 « K
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.+ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.? 1.0 1.1 1-2 I S  1.+
(10. mal. om
FIG. IV. 2 Î Experimental and calculated heats of dilution
for aqueous electrolyte solutions
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7^0 G. remilt ot csjicolîntlfw. of ormr^, rathor than the reality of the 
underlying .
Tho c::r'v"D'3 for tho oo:.iottc ;)ron?%.r~o coefficient in fifnrre Tf^ .3 
e*i;rport tho conclusicjm of the last parr^ vaph. At concentrations In mroess 
of 0.2 13 tho osnetic pressures caloulatod from the PIÎ a?ad CUNT theories* 
and the ?iC rosulto, boar little resonbloace to the err.poririontal iralues 
for ITaCl (tal:en fron rtohes and r.obiason 1359) - Althouf^ h the THÎTC results 
of Car ley \lt67) in tcihlo r%2 give h>otte^.* agrcoriont r'ith the results 
than the PÎÎ theory for largo '/ and Cr , it is so^ n frora fi?p?re 1^1,3 that 
for high concentrations, and fi::od ion diameter, tho PTÎ th'^ ory is 
superior. It nay bo that for very small / , bolew al'Cit 1,5» the (3#?C
theory does not toZce sufficient account of tho profcrjnd effect of the 
very strong coulomTs interactions and ccnsoquontly ovorostinates the osmotic 
pressure.
The felloving rsrarlcs summarise tho conclusions of this cîxapter. 
It ic evident from t’le results in table and figures r^ .2 and IV.3 that
the Pobye-îîuckel nodol achieves its original aim I.e. to account for tho 
deviations from ideal dilute solution behaviour in terns of the 1 engrange 
forces. TÎ10 MC results show that the PH approcçimation is reasonable up to 
 ^0,3 volar concentrations, Elimination of tho mathos^tioal appro?tiaationQ 
docs not rectify the dlsagroezont with experiment at higher ormcentratlons. 
Tho 03rc ic an xBîpi-ovoniont on the EH theory (non-linear} for ooncontratioiw 
up to 0.3 Tsclar and for largo  ^ values at large •/ , but grossly 
cvercctinatcs the osmetic pressure at cnsill  ^. Tho good -greoment with 
IÎC calculations, of tho W- theory, for both Î and p at snail # , Is due 
to a fcrtuitous cancellation cf errors. Tho EK appi*oximation do©«? not 
...• h: ■ -J:
1.06
1.0
M C
D H
CHNCo.?«
o .u
0.1 o.a 0.3 0.+ 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4-
m 1/2 ( 1 0  f mol. wn
^G. IV.3 : Experimental and calculated osmotic pressures
for aqueous electrolyte solutionsI
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jwoUiet tliû owiaot radial distributio&i functions vliea O" is sofiiciently 
largo tlm'ki iiard coi'os play a duioiuaat rolo in dotoriaining gu(r) and g^ Cr). 
Vii© iuttduiJonUii probloia oi xiixding a suitable ziodol ior tho solvent romixw, 
but the results oi this chapter (and cliapter 111) siicw tliat numorioal 
Lietiuxla oi tho dC and IHJ type »jre practical, and lilcoiy to play a dominant 
part in tlie study oi concontratod solutions when more realistic rjodel 
potentials are doyeloped lor tlie solvent - solvent and ion-solvent 
interactions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
STUDIES IK  LIQUID MCROSTBUCnniB
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SECTION 1 ! The desorlptlon of liquid microstruoturo
The equilibrium microetruoture of a fluid may only be 
deecribod exactly in terms of a complete set of pair and higher order 
atomic distribution functions. Despite the complexity and inaccessibility 
of the higher order functions, considerable quantitative information has 
been derived from studies of the mean radial number density, denoted by 
n(r) and defined as the average number of atoms in a sphere of radius r 
centred on a particular atomic species. The function n*(r) for the perfect 
gas of non- interacting point particles is
n*(r> = <M/v>.<4/3>.7T. (l>
Differentiation of n(r) with respect to radius and normalisation 
relative to the bulk density <N/V>, gives the radial dislyibutlon function 
(r.d.f)
g(r) = [d n(r)/dr]/[d n*(r>/dr] <2>
r.d.f.s for argon (chapter IX table 4) and liquid KCl (chapter XXX table 7 
and figures 6a,b and c) have already been reported and discussed in various 
contexts. Neutron and X-ray scattering experiments have been used to obtain 
radial distribution functions for a wide variety of liquids. For simpler 
liquids, such as the groiq> 0 elements or the alkali halides, conputor 
simulation methods can be used to obtain information about liquid structure 
(see e.g. Uodonald and Singer igyo). Extensive r.d.f.s Obtained from HD 
calculations by Verlet (1968) for argon are tabulated in the literatwe.
The latter methods have the advantage over the former techniques that they 
may yield information on any requisite configurational average to a
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relatively high degree of aoouraoy. In principle then, the average liquid 
structure nay be determined exactly, but it would be difficult to interpret 
the data for the multiplet distributions. The triplet distribution itself 
poses a formidable problem in its presentation. Information which is 
contained in the pair distribution function, however, may be extended by 
studying not only the mean radial numiber density but also fluctuations 
about the mean.
The term * co-ordination number* has been widely used to describe 
local structure in liquids (Mikolaj and Pings I968). The mean first 
co-ordination number is usually defined as the value of n(r) whmi g<r) 
displays its first minimum, though alternative definitions have been 
suggested and discussed by MikolaJ and Pings (ig68). Mean co-ordination 
values for simple liquids are known from scattering experiments and 
computer studies. Values for KCl were obtained in the present work and 
discussed in chapter XXI (table 7).
Information contained in the mean co-ordination number, or more 
generally in n(r>, is limited in that it conveys no knowledge about the 
fluctuations of, and distribution around, the mean radial density. It is 
appropriate therefore to define two more functions
f(r) = (d n* )%(r> (3)
and w(r) = (an^ )/h*(r> (4)
where A  n^ is the mean square fluctuation in radial density n(r). f(r> 
is a standard deviation of co-ordination inlMB and w(r>, a more useful 
function, can be related to the isothermal compressibility at large r by 
the equation
- (Àî?)/to* s NokT.v'^<5V/5 p)^ (3>
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w(r) reaches its limiting value (beyond which equation 5 applicable) 
at around the same distance as does g(r) and it displays a series of peaks 
at smaller r, characteristic of the liquid microstruoturo (see section 3 
below ) #
In this chapter results are reported for a series of numerical 
investigations into fluctuations of the radial number densities in the 
simplest non-polar and ionic liquids, and the statistical significance 
of the term * co-ordination number* in its application to liquid micro- 
structure is examined.
A digression on some studies of the radial distribution functions 
for binary mixtures of Lennard-Jones liquids is made in the next secticm.
f . I-
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SECTION 2 : Simple liquide and liquid mixtures
A great deal of experimental and theoretical work has been 
carried out in studying the excess properties and partial molar quantities 
of mixtures of simple liquids (Rovlinson 1969). The microstructure of 
binary mixtures of simple liquids with molecules of different sizes has 
received comparatively little attention. The difficulty presumably rests 
in the fact that it is not at present possible to resolve the radial 
distribution functions, obtained from scattering experiments, into 
quantitatively accurate contributions fr«n different types of pairs of 
molecules. Recently, extensive HC calculations have been reported which 
have bewi designed to study the changes in thermodynamic fimctions which 
occur on mixing (Singer I970, McDonald I969). In this section some results 
are presented for the atomic pair distribution functions for mixtures of 
Lennard-Jones liquids and cooi^ieons made with the parwt one-component 
system.
The parent simple liquid is composed of Lennard-Jones molecules 
with the independent state variables (recced temperature) kT/6 = O.SlO 
and (reduced volume) V/(NcP ) z 1.208 (Singer I969). The radial distribution 
for this liquid is shown in both the figures V.l and V.2 , at the t(%>, 
so that comparisons can be made with the g(r) functions for the mixtures 
underneath which are discussed below.
To study the mixing properties systematically the Lennard-Jones 
parameter O' for each pair potential between like molecules is varied in 
such a way that Oab (where the subswipts refer to each of the two 
cofqponents of the pair potential > remains constant. The depths of the
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potential wells of all types of Interaction are also constant although 
the positions of the minima vary as the parameter <T changes. Thus, a 
single ratio of Oaa / suffices to specify the nature of the two
components when C^= Besides the parent system (Oaa/02,0^  1),
radial distribution functions for the two cases 1.12 and I.24
are presented and discussed. The parent liquid has a mean co-ordination 
number I3.4 (i»®» n(r”^ )  = I3.4) for a peak g(r"^ *^ ) = 2.94 centred at a 
distance ver^  close to the minimum In C^ (r) (table V.l column 1).
Figure V.l illustrates the changes which take place in the 
Indiscriminate (mean) atomic pair distribution function on mixing equimolar 
quantities of liquids composed of spherical molecules differing in size.
It is seen that the overall sliort range order is reduced as 
increases. The first peak cfôereases in height and broadens and, in the 
extreme case, splits up into 3 peaks each with its maximum near to the 
corresponding position of the minimum in the pair potential r((^ min).
The average co-ordination number for the mean distribution gn^ r) remains 
fairly constant around I3 atoms.
Figure V.2 shows the resolved pair distribution function for the 
two different 0“ ratios ccnopared with the parent r.d.f. The individual 
pair distributions are normalised to a limiting value of +1, the onset of 
which would illustrate the lack of any correlation in the positions of 
pairs with a separation beyond that distance. A consequence of increasing 
the radius ratio is separation of the main AÂ, AB, BB peaks which appear 
in the anticipated order of increasing distance with increasing (T * Perhaps 
the most unexpected feature of these curves is the heights of the peaks.
One might expect the smaller particles (type B) to have a broad peak
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since they can diffuse more freely in the interstices formed between groiqis 
of larger particles. The fact that
all of which greatly exceed g^(r"^ is definitely indicative of a tendency 
of the B particles to exist as, pairs, triplets or small clusters etc. in 
a (now) more restricted structure of A particles.
The integrated area under the AB peak remains fairly constant 
with increasing radius ratio (table V.l) but the ratio of the mean 
co-crdinaticn numbers for the AA to AB pairs increases from 1.0 to 1.8 to 
2.5 for 4X<\/0a6 = 1.00, 1.12 and 1.24 r^pectively. This is further 
evidence for the larger particles to force the smallw particles, often 
together, into small cavities. Increase in the ratio n^(r'^‘^)/n,a^ (r'^ '” ) 
is consistent with the observed fact that although the total potential 
energy does not vary much with the O' ratio, contributions from pairs of 
type A exceed those from type B as increases.
A noticeable effect of increasing the 0>va / radius ratio 
is that whereas the indiscriminate disordering displayed in g^(r) alone 
(figure V.l) is increased, so also is the discriminate ordering; in the AA, 
AB and BB peaks whidh are further apart narrower and taller. This ordering 
extends up to large r , as is observed from the subsequent peeks. The 
oscillatory behaviour, up to large distances, of gAA(r) , g^(r) , and 
g^(r) for % I.24 reseobles tlmt of a solid near its melting point.
This may suggest that a * cellular* description is appropriate here. Any 
attempt to comment on the nature or average occupancy ntsabers of such a 
model, in the light of only the present data and in the absence of' ~ I ., I I ■' I ' ' ; ' '
knodedge of fluctuations, would, however, be unjustified and speculative. 
The increased ordering, on mixing, suggests that the excess partial
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molar volumes should be negative and the to ta l excess volume has already  
been shown to  be so fo r a l l  (T ra tio s  (Singer ig^O).
In  addition to  the r . d . f . s ,  reported in  th is  seotion, some 
curves have been determined fo r mixtures o f molecules which have the same 
(T i . e .  O/sA = OÂG = ^ 6  $ but w ith  d iffe re n t depths o f the p o ten tia l w e ll 
) .  D ifferences between both mean and resolved d is trib u tio n  
functions and the parent curve are extremely s lig h t. I t  is  therefore  
concluded th a t the m icrostructure o f liq u id  m ixtures, and indeed liq u id s  
generally , is  determined by the sis&es o f the species or the short-range 
Interm olecular repulsions and is  re la tiv e ly  unaffected by the strength of 
long-range forces.
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r>ECTION 3 ( Fluctuation» in radial density : argon
Monte Carlo calculations for liquid argon, with tlw Lennard- 
Jonos parameters used in chapter II (table II.1), have been carried out 
and the functions n<r), g(r), f(r> and w(r) obtained. These functions are 
given for 4 V-T pointe on the liquid-vapour coexistence curve at T = 87.9» 
105.5# 1^ 3" 1 and 140.6k. The MC calculations were pwformed on a 
basic system containing 216 atoms. Results for g(r), obtained for I08 
particle systems in chapter II, have already been tabulated (tabloll.4).
Table V.2 lists the values of n(r) and f(r> for distances r 
corresponding to the first two maxima and t!ie onsuizxg minima in g(r). For 
the whole range of r, n(r> decreases with increasing temperature as a 
result of expansion and decreasing dmsity. Fluctuations in n(r) i.e. f(r), 
are seen to increase with increasing tmoperature. The percentage deviation 
about the mean co-ordination at a particular distance is obtained simply 
by multiplying f(r) by 100. Thus, at a distance corresponding to the first 
maximum in g(r>, the ratio of the root mean square fluctuation to the 
average value n(r>, ranges between 44% and 63% from to 140.6K. The
value of n(r) for r equal to the distance of the first minimum in g(r>,
i.e. the radius of the usual first co-ordination sphere, is found to 
fluctuate by 13.4% at 87.9e, near the triple point, increasing to 21.3% 
at 140.6k, lOK below the critical point. f(r> approaches o as r goes to 
infinity and within 9 wJm the fluctuations in n(r> are only ~ 5% #%t is 
found that fluctuations at larger r are distorted by the smallness of 
N and the periodic boundary, particularly at I40.6K and, to a lesser 
extent, 123.IK. The entries in the lower right-hand quadrant of table V.2
133
TABLE 32T. 2L : Fluctuations of radial number density in 
orthobaric liquid argon *
Temperature : 87.9K 105.5K 125.IK i4o.6k
1st maximum r 
n(r) 
f(r)
5.60
5.49
0.1)47
5.70
2.75
0.527
3.75
2.50
0.582
3.80
2.11
0.655
1st minimum r 
n(r) 
f(r)
5.15
15.2
0.154
5.35
12.1
0.165
5.50
11.6
0.205
5.65
10.4
0.215
2nd maximum r 
n(r) 
f(r)
6.65
51.9
0.005
7.20
29.7
0.100
7.40
28.7
0.124
7.50
24.6
0.129
2nd minimum r 
n(r) 
f(r)
8.50
58.5
0.050
8.70
53.1
0.062
8.95
51.2
0.082
9.10
44.6
0.087
* r values in 10
%
•cm (to nearest O.O5)
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probably do not correspond to reality. The norznalised probability %(n,r) 
distribution about the moan radial density has also been obtained and is 
shown for the two oxtrorao points ^.gK and at r = 5.5 10.\m in
figure V.2. Probabilities of cor*ordination numbers at 5*5 iofcm for tlie 4 
V-T points oro tabulated in 11.2 • TJie distributions ore approximately 
symmetric. A surprising feature of tîioso curves is the range* at 
there is an chance of finding a co-ordination nutaber (at 5*5 lO.^ cm)
between I4 and 16 atoms but finite probabilities extend from 11 to 20 and 
which are observed in the computations. With increasing temperature the 
'tail* effect is moro prcmounced and a broadening of the distributi<»i is
observed. The range at I40.6K ie 3 to 17 atoms.
Figure V.3 shows the function w(r> plotted for argon at 87.9 K. 
For a perfect gas w(r) is everywhere equal to 1. The curve exhibits a main 
peak centred at 3.75 10?cm , cf. 3.6 for the 1st. peak in g(r), with height 
0.53. This is followed by a second broad peak at 6;7 idfca , cf. 6,85 for
peak 2 in g(r), with the intermediate minimum at 5*% lôîcm, of. 5#^5
the first minimiua in g(r). The function ai^oaches its limiting value 
around 10 10.cm . The compressibility calculated from equation (5) is in 
satisfactory agreement with the comfsressibility as calculated from MC , 
fluctuations in the virial function (Ecwlinson I969). The onset of the 
limiting value at ^.gK is not observed at higher temperatures and the 
suppression of fluctuations by the periodic boundary is more pronounced.
At 140.ÜK the fluctuations are about $0% smaller than might be expected 
and the system bears little resemblence to reality. Far shorter distances,
—g
up to about 6 10.cm all the curves have much the same appearance, though 
the effect of increasing the tes^ perature is to increase w(r) accordingly.
J
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TABLE 3ZT.3 Normalised probabilities of co-ordination 
numbers in orthobaric liquid argon 
at r = 5.5 X loTfcm
Temperature : 67.9K 105.5K 125. IX i4o.6k
n
5 0.0008h 0.0010
5 0.0069
6 0.0005 0.0221
7 o.oooU 0.0025 0.0674
8 0.0015 0.0155 0.1584
9 0.0099 O.OS55 0.2102
10 0.0566 0.111.58 0.2270
11 0.0005 0.1156 0.2550 0.1802
12 0.0105 0.21^ 79 0.2567 0.0975
15 0.0772 0.2799 0.1860 0.0581
l4 0.221^ 5 0.2005 0.0842 0.0090
15 0.5211 0.0865 0.0255 0.0015
16 0.2566 0.0192 0.0050 0.0001
17 0.0892 O.OOltO 0.0005
16 0.01^5 0.0005
19 0.0007
20 0.0001
•f-i
COH
H  t Hk H
in
cO
o
o4
c5 o
s
3
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SECTION 4 i Fluctuations in liquid potassium chloride
Calculations have been carried out for 4 V-T points of 
potassium chloride (L) (I045, I30C, 550(jp, 2874K) and the solid at IO45K, to 
dotermlne tho functions f<r), v(r> and Pr(n,r). The information about the 
structuro of liquid KCl contained in table III.y is therefore enhanced by 
the material of this section. Because ve are dealing with a two component 
system, as in chapter III, we use the stifficies u,l and m to denote unlike, 
like and mean, rosi>ectlv©ly, in tlie functions g(r), f (r) w(r). f y(r), 
f^(r), w^(r) and w^(r) are defined by equations (3) and (4), so they are 
independent of the other distributions, just ao g^(r) and g^(r) were 
defined in chapter III.
In table V.4, for each V-T point, values of n», fg, n^ ,^ f^ ,^
and frv^ are given for four characteristic distances in the function g(r>.
maoc
Values of n^, f ^ and f^ at the distance r^, are ommitted because n#^is 
vanishingly small. Values of n^ and n^ have been discussed elsewhere 
(chapter III section 4); here emphasis is placed on the fluctuations in 
those quantities.
The fluctuations in mean radial nuodier dmisity, f^ v^ (r}, for the 
four distances presented may be compared with the results obtained for 
liquid argon in the previous section. Liquid argon and liquid KCl near the 
triple points (at p ~ 0) have similar nuntor densities. The values of 
r, n(r> and f(r) for argon and KCl are, r^pectively, g.lg, 13.2, O.13 
and 3.%, 4.36, 0.22, at r s r^*^ • Differences between these two sets of 
figures illustrate the lack of any quantitative similarity in structure 
between the two classes of liquids. Fluctuations of the moan eor*ordination
1 4 ^
TABLE 32.4“ : Fluctuations of radial number density in 
liquid potassium chloride'-
Temperature ; 1(A-5(s ) 1045(L) 1306 2090 2674
(K)
r=|-ma)c
u
5.10 2.95 2.95 2.90 2.85
n«(r) 2.39 1.1)4 1.37 1.03 0.76
fu(r) O.W 0.6i 0.63 0.77 0.95
r=pmin
fVI
5.75 3.65 3.70 3.80 5.95
n„(r) 5.27 3.95 3.66 3.06 2.58
f„(r) O.llj- 0.20 0.23 0.29 0.34
n, (r) 0.2 0.4 0.4 0 .4 0 .4
fl(r) 0.5 1.7 2.2 2.5 2.8
0.15 0.22 0.25 0.31 0.36
r=pMEN 4.45 4.55 4.60 4.65 5.15
V
n*(r) 6.02 5.52 5.06 4.50 4.01
f«(r) 0.05 0.16 0.18 0.23 0.27
ni(r) 4.47 3.72 5.32 3.08 2.75£llr) 0.19 0.29 0.34 0.39 0.44
0.13 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.25
r=pinin 5.70 6.75 6.85 7.15 l.ho
nu(r) 10.5 15.7 i4 .9 13.5 10.6
fw(r) 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.20
ni(r) 12.1 l4.6 i4.4 ]£ .3 9.88
fl(r) 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.20
V r ) 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.11 0,i4
— 8
* r values in 10,cm ( to nearest 0.05 )
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TABLE 3T. S ; Nomalised probabilities of co-ordination 
numbers In orthobaric KCl
1. Solid at 1045K
-c
3.7x10.cm 4.6x10.*ot
n Pry(n) Pri (n) Prg(n) Pr^(n)
0 0.8738 0.0002
1 0.1197 0.0002
2 0.0007 0.0065 0.0018
3 O.OI8O 0.0001 0.0177
4 0.1566 0.0786
5 0.4621 0.0142 0.1992
6 0.3624 0.8726 0.2720
7 0.0002 0.1082 0.2437
8 0.0050 0.1336
9 0.0431
10 0.0092
6.0x10.cm
0.0004 
0.0039 
o.o44i
11 0.1609 0.0029
12 0.3258 0.3718
13 0.3214 0.1)460
14 0.i405 0.1589
15 0.0030 0.1930
16 0.0001 0.0011
TABLE ISr.G : COHTD.
2. Liquid at ICA-JK
3.7xlôfcm 4.6x1o!ot
n Pr^(n) Pri(n) Pr„(n) Pr^(n)
0 0.6976 0.0020
1 0.0002 0.2761 0.0188
2 0.0218 0.0328 0.0988
3 0.2025 0.0025 0.0117 0.2339
4 0.4764 0.1335 0.3052
5 0.2731 0.4262 0.2255
6 0.0258 0.3434 0.0916
7 0.0002 0.0787 0.0208
8 0.0066 0.0033
9 0.0001 0.0001
-g
6,0x10, cm 
Pru(n) Pr^(n)
0.0001
0.0025 0.0002 
0.0324 0.0009 
0.1113 0.0068 
0.2490 ' 0.046l
10 0.2900 0.1549
11 0.1968 0.2876
12 0.0855 0.2924
13 0.0264 0.1563
14 0.0035 o.o442
15 0.0008 0.0095
16 0.0012
14-g
TABLE Z  S : CX3NTD.
3. Liquid at 1306K
3.7x10". on 4.6xlôfcm 6.0x10.cm
n Pru(n) Pri(n) Pro(n) Pri(n) Prv(n)
0 0.0002 0.6996 0.0124
1 0.0056 0.2646 0.0655
2 0.0765 0.0348 0.0003 0.1883
3 0.3255 0.0015 0.0315 0.3044
4 0.4463 0.2284 0.2617 0.0001
5 0.1347 0.2234 0.2617 0.0030
6 0.0108 0.2548 0.0376 0.0201
7 0.0003 o.o4o4 0.0049 0.0946
8 0.0020 0.0003 0.2140
9 0.2884
10 0.2277
11 0.1081
12 0.0340
13 O.OO89
l 4 0.0012
15 0.0001
0.0015
0.0173
0.0679
0.l640
0.2658
0.2551
0.1593
0.0583
0.0101
0.0007
14 *}
TABLE %  5 : CONTD.
4. Liquid at 2O9OK
3.7xldfcm 4.6x10fcm
, —8
6,0x10.cm
n Pro(n) Pri(n) Pru(n) Pri(n) Pru(n) Pri(n)
0 0.0027 0.7522 0.06l4
1 0.01)22 0.2238 0.0013 0.2002
2 0.2651 0.0229 O.O38O 0.2919 0.0005
3 0.4546 0.0010 0.2137 0.2595 0.0019 0.0031
4 0.2030 0.3756 0.1376 0.0214 0.0233
3 0.0302 0.2802 0.0443 0.0984 0.0665
6 0.0002 0.0789 0.0105 0.2132 0.1590
7 0.0119 0.0007 0.2600 0.2250
8 0.0003 0.2130 0.2226
9 0.1313 0.1671
10 0.0476 0.0867
11 0.0120 0.0359
12 0.0011 0.0090
13 0.0001 0.0013
l4 0.0005
15 0.0001
1S-0
TABLE 3T 5 : COHTD.
5. Liquid at 2874k
-«
5.7x10.cm 4.6x10.cm —S6.0x10.cm
n Pr„(n) Pri(n) Pru(n) Pri(n) Pro(n) Pri(n)
0 0.0096 0.8071 0.1844 0.0014
1 0.1367 0.1791 0.0204 0.3601 0.0003 0.0050
2 0.4558 0.0137 0.1584 0.2902 0.0077 0.0271
5 0.3325 0.0001 0.3860 0.1316 0.0471 0.0874
k 0.0626 0.3138 0.0306 0.1593 0.1803
5 0.0029 0.1055 0.0029 0.2684 0.2334
6 o.oi45 0.0002 0,2666 0.2246
7 0.0014 0.1711 0.1526
8 0.0626 0.0637
9 0.0144 0.0202
10 0.0022 0.004l
11 0.0005 0.0001
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number for solid KCl at the melting point is 15 • The use of only a 
radial distribution function for a solid is* however, not usual in the
description of oicrostruoture. At r^ the small penetration of like ions
within this distance is subject to very large fluctuations in the liquid 
range 3 f is several times greater than n^<r^‘^>.
The fluctuations, at rj^, of n^ increase from 5% to l6%
on fusion and increase further with temperature to at 3^ ^  . Table
V.5 and figure V.g show the probability of observing various numbers of 
positive and negative ions within the sphere of radius r . The similarity 
between the solid and liquid P r i n } curves is striking at short distance 
(3«7 and 4«o 10.cm), but there is much wider distribution of like ions at 
0.0 10.om in the liquid. This is consistent with the changes in r.d.f.s 
on fusion, noted in chapter 111.
The function w(r) for solid and liquid potassiim chloride is 
plotted in figure V.6 . The long rai^ order in the solid at the 
melting point is shown in oscillations in w^(r) up to large distances. The
curve for the liquid, on the other hand, displays two major peaks and then
tails off to its limiting value. The assymptotic limits calculated from 
the compressibilities of table III.3 should be 0.0415 and 0.123 f w  
the solid and liquid respectively. The most r^aarkable features of the 
liquid curves are 1) the similarity of the solid and liquid curves at 
short distances and 2) the large difference with the corresponding curve 
for argon at small r . These small fluctuations at small r , compared to 
liquid argon, are further evidence for a tendency of pairs, or small 
groiq>8 of ions, to duster together. This would reduce fluctuations.
1B2.
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SECTION 5 : Discussion
In tho previous two sections results Iiavo been reported for 
functions which describe, to some extent, fluctuations in the equilibrium 
microscopic structure of liquids. With tlie eziceptlon of an attempt to 
calculato fluctuations in the co-ordination number using experimental 
radial distribution functions and tho superposition approximation 
(Prokhoronlio and Fisher 1959)# to tho authorloxowlodge, these properties 
of liquid structure have not been previously determinod. It is appropriate 
thoroforo to diccuss briefly tlie implications of tlioco results.
It is interesting to compare the present values of f(r^*^> for 
argon with tlie results of IVoikhorenko and Fisher (1959, also Fisher 
19^4)* essential feature of the superposition approximation is the
neglect of a term in Ah% of tlie form
Omitting this contribution is thus expected to reduce the fluctuations and
this is found to be the case. The present values of are 15% to
20% less than xnredicted by Fisher. A straightforward comparisoa is perhaps
not reasonable hero, however, since the definitions of the co-ordination
number differ slightly and n(r*^  ) is larger in the present work.
Although the term ^mean co-ordination number* is widely used
in this thesis, the results of this chapter lend support to a widely held
belief tlmt the word is a misncsoer. It is unfortunate that the early
, , ' ' 
successes of lattice theories in predicting equilibrium pr<^ >ertles has
4 '
resulted in its adoption. The wide range of observed co-ordination nua&ers, 
and indeed the radial distribution functi<ms themselves, indicate that
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theories employing physioally simplified models are not realistic though 
they may lead to properties which are in satisfactory agreement with 
experiment e.g. significant structures theories. Maybe it would be better 
to refer to n(r) as the *mean radial occupation number* . The success of 
theories of liquids, for which the total potential energy can be expressed 
as a sum of pair potentials, employing physically oversimplified models, is 
undoubtedly due to the fact that the equilibrium thermodynamic properties 
depend only on the mean pair distribution function.
The function w(r> in equation (4) is a particularly useful 
property of systems studied in machine calculations because it can be used 
to test whether or not the model systmi is distorted from reality by the 
periodic boundary. The curve for argon at ^#9K, shewn in figure V.4 , 
indicates that fluctuations at the distance corresponding to L/2 are not 
suppressed since the limiting platMU is reached. At higher temperatures 
and especially at I40.6K (iOK belcsr the critical point) this is not found 
to be the case and w(r> decreases monotonically in the range of r beyond 
6 Ktom, and does not attain its limiting'value. It eqipears that syBtom of 
larger N are requix*ed as the tmopcrature of the liquid increases alcmg the 
orthobaric liquid-vapour coexistence curve. Prediction of the correct 
tliermodynamio properties, in calculations when N is too smsdl and An^ are 
suppressed for large r, is understandable since they d^>end only on the 
mean n(r). These comments also apply to recnilts obtained for liquid KCl 
between 1045K and 2^4%.
The usefulness of w(r> in comparing different classes of liquids
j . . 4 ,
and in studying the structure of liquids relative to solids or gases is 
illustrated Imre for liquid KCl at its melting point. w^(r) has been
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coiopared with w(r) for liquid argon of somo nunüsor doneity and pressure, 
and i^(r) for solid KCl at T=Tf. The height of the first peak for liquid 
KCl is only half tliat of argon and is very close to tlie solid at small 
r . At larger r, on the other hand, the liquid KCl curve does not display 
tho oscillations observed for the solid and closely resembles the curve 
for liquid argon. Tlie positional variations of individual particles and 
fluctuations in their immediate environment are smaller in ionio liquids 
than in non-ionic liquids. This is conclusive evidence for the tendency of 
sroall groups of ions in ionic liquids to cluster together. The lifetixaes 
(and their fluctuations) of those clusters remains to be studied by the 
method of ionic dynamics.
We conclude with the following remarks regarding future work. As 
power of modern cocputere increases it is expected that larger and more 
elaborate liquid systems will be studied. Although these calculations will 
never compensate for experiioental observations on real liquids they can 
provide a wealth of detailed information bearing very close resecblence 
to reality. Calculations reported in the literature, up to now, have been 
designed to obtain only a very small fraction of the valuable information 
that can be obtained. Many of these early computations will be repeated 
because iaportant properties of the system were not computed. In this
I • • > >- ■
thesis, for example, it has been shown that absolute entropies and melting 
points can be calculated (chapter III section 4 ), the minimum realistic 
K can be obtained from w(r), which, for large N , also suj^lies a method 
of computing the isothermal compressibility (equation 5), and fluctuations
r • ' T 1 I i /
in g(r) are a useful property in describing liquid microstructure. Over
( r I ' ;
the next few years, as techniques are perfected, and when all the datat,
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f o r  all tho liquids and mixtures vliich can bo studied are assimilated, we 
can oxi)oct to have a much mo&o detailed understanding of the liquid state*
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